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Student Senate
replaces Caucus
By Willard Tucker

A 19-mile bicycle ride began in the parking lot of Shop and Save in Durham Saturday. More
than 100 people participated in the ride to dramatize the need for bicycle paths in the Seacoast
Region. (Heidi Anderberg photo)

Sky diving gives students
a thrilling 2,800 foot high
By Kim Billings

There were forty-eight sky
diving fatalities in the United
States last year. But that has not
stopped nearly 100 University of
New Hampshire students from
jumping out of a Cessna 180 airplane, 2,800 feet in the air.
''Drugs never gave me a high
like this," said Susan Currier,
who jumped for the first time last
week.
Anyone can take the sky diving
course, which is not UNH affiliated, according to D. Allan
Waterfield, professor of physical
education. I've enjoyed doing it,
and others have heard about it
mostly from word of mouth,"
Waterfield said.
The group that Waterfield is
associated with is the "Thunderbird Sky Divers."
George Anderson is the owner
of the organization. "He's one of
the best jumpers in the country,"
said Waterfield. "He's made over
3,000 jumps.''
"He's very precise in teaching
kids how to do it right," said
Dave MacDowell, a Hetzel
resident who has been jumping
since a junior in high school. " His
operation looks a bit shoddy,'' he
continued, "but Anderson knows
what he's doing.''
The skv divers meet on
weekends in Lyman, Maine, which
is not on a road map. The "Thunderbird Sky Divers" group meets
on Saturdays in a cornfield, four
miles off Route 39.
The road leading to the field is
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also the runway. A tilted mobile
home sits at one end, housing
many parachutes, along with a
long table, where the chutes are
packed.
A German sheperd hobbles
around the runway on three-anda-half legs, and two torn ears. He
ran into a propeller three years
ago.
There are many people, either
lying around drinking beer and
waiting to go up, or packing their
chutes on the grass.
"I had a lot of second doubts
from the moment I got there,"
said Mike Boyle, a Sawyer
resident who made his first jump
two Saturdays ago. "Everything
keeps building and building until
you finally jump."
"I don't remember a thing
from the time I jumped until I
landed on solid ground,'' said
Susan Currier, a UNH student
from Dover. "The jump-master
said 'Jump!' and I couldn't. He
yelled again, and I thought, I'm
not going to pay fifty dollars for
nothing. So I jumped. I don't
remember the view at all."
"The view was fantastic," Bob
Ichrath from Sawyer, another
first-time jumper, said. "I could
see the ocean. And you never
know that there are so many lakes
until you're in the air."
"It's funny," Ichrath continued. "They told us that we
wouldn't be landing near any
water, so we weren't taught how
to land in it. Suddenly, up there,
the drop-zone seemed too small to
land in, and those lakes looked
mighty big.''
Ichrath landed in the field.
The drop-zone is the area
designated for jumping. "It has
certain specifications," Waterfield said. "The area must be an
open sapce 3,000 feet long, and
1,000 feet wide. There can be no
hazards in the area, such as
-trees, power-lines, or water,.,, he
added.
"Sky diving is open to anyone,"
Waterfield said. The initial cost is
$50. According to MacDowell,
this is less costly than other

courses. "Most," he said, "begin
in the range of $80."
Fifty dollars gives the P?tential
sky diver ground school mstruction. "We start with the theory of
parachutin~--how a chute !'1ies i!!
relationship to the wmds,
Waterfield said. "Then · it
progresses to how to get out of a
plane."
''The most important parts of
the instruction," he continued,
"are the emergency proceduresin case a person does land in a
tree--jumping, and parachute
landing falls (PLF)."
According to Anderson, who
heads these instructions, landing
with the feet toszether is thP
secret. _" That way, a person lands
at one point, and-can-fall without
twisting a foot," he said.
SKY DIVING, page 8

Sunday night's Student Caucus
meetmg enC1eel a two-year mterim for student government
and marked the beginning of the
new Student Senate.
"We're embarking on a new
leadership experience,'' said
Student Body President Doug
Cox. "I think the new Student
Senate can be one of the most effective student voices ever," he
said.
Cox reviewed the responsibilities of the Senate, citing
Student Activity Fee (SAF)
allocation and scrutinization of
the SAF organizations as the
most important duties.
The Caucus also influenced
several key issues of 1979,, Cox
said, such as the drinking bill, the
health fee and a nuclear
moratorium. "All of these issues
required intense analysis," he
said.
''We should take the lead in any
situation that involves students,"
·he said. "We are student advocates, and as long as we keep
this in mind, we can't go wrong."
Caucus Chairman William Corson, who chaired his last
meeting, was given a com-

memorative gavel by the Caucus.
''Student government has enJOyed accomp11snments ttns year
that have seldom been seen
before,'' Corson said.
The Caucus also elected Tom
Myatt to ~he position of Speaker of
th~ Senate. Myatt will chair the
Senate meetings for the remainde~ of the semester and all of next
ye&r until May 1, 1980. (See
related story.)
It) other business a traffic bill
was passed that recommends
reducing the speed limit on Pettee
Lane and Main Street from 30 to
20 miles per hour.
Student government will
collect signatures for a petition
favoring the measure. The
petition will be sent to Governor
Hugh Gallen and "the appropriate highway department,"
the bill stated.
Another bill introduced to com-·
pensate student television network Production Manager Marc
Strauss for his work in the
organization this semester was
passed by a voice vote.
Strauss, though not a full-time
STUDENT CAUCUS, page 4

Tom Myatt elected
Speaker of Senate
By Willard Tucker

for running meetings under
The Student Caucus elected Parliamentary Procedure, Myatt
Thomas Myatt, now Vice said there will be a considerable
President for Budget and Addifference between the role that
ministration, as future Speaker
Caucus Chairman Bill Corson
of the Senate just minutes before
played this semester and Myatt's
the Caucus dissolved itself last role as Speaker of the Senate.
Sunday night.
"The Caucus Chairman had a
Myatt, a 22-year-old business
public student leadership role,"
administration major from New
Myatt said. "One of the most imDurham, defeated senators Han- .,..oortant thin2s for the new
dy Walker and Bob Coates for the
position. Coates was subsequently elected Parliamentarian for
the new Senate.
Although both are responsible

Durham to stiffen
noise regulations
By Stan Olshefski

A new noise ordinance will go
into effect in Durham sometime
in May, Administrative Assistant
to the Selectmen, Alan Edmond,
said.
But the amount of the fines
levied and the level of noise
'allowed have yet to be determined,
Edmond said.
''The now partially drafted ordinance will be used primarily as
a deterrent," Edmond said.
Police w111 prot>at>Jy warn the
offending party before taking any
legal action, he said.
For the past year complaints
have been· filed witti tlie selectmen and the police. "Most of the
from
originate
problems
speakers and amplifiers in dorms, ·
apartments. and fraternity
windows," Edmond said.
UNH history professor Hans
Heilbronner brought a written
citizen petition concerning the

noise to March's town meeting.
In the March 27th New Hamp- .
shire, Heilbronner said that he
Tom Myatt
had to cancel classes twice
because of noise blasting from Speaker to do is not take that
Randall Hall. "I've gone over role."
Myatt, of 22 Pearl St., Dover
many more times than that to ask
them to turn down their music. became involved in student
government in the fall of 1978. He
Nobody has the right to impose
their noise or their taste of music was selected Vice President for
on me when I'm outside," Budget and Administration · in
January of 1979 by Student Body
Heilbronner said.
The Environmental Protection President Doug Cox, and apAgency (EPA) is now working on prov~d by the Caucus.
Myatt's term as Speaker starts
establishing an acceptable noise
level for Durham, Edmond said. today, May 1, 1979 and runs for
He explained that they are using ''exactly one year,'' he said.
"I thought I had some good
a noise meter to gauge the noise.
''Police would measure the rival candidates," Myatt · said,
noise from the street or from "and I was not at all sure I would
wherever the complaint was win."
"I think my most important
made," Edmond said. Most importantly "if people know the or- task will be explaining to the
dinance exists they will think senators how the new svstem
twice about blasting their music should work," Myatt said.
too loud,'' .Edmond sat~
·T.OM MYATT, poge8
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News briefs
Award given to WENH
The George Foster Peabody Award was awarded to New
Hampshire Public Television for its "Arts in New Hampshire"
weekly news program.
The three winning segments of the program, which appears
weekly at 6 p.m. on the Channel 11 News, concerned the Strawberry Banke String Quartet, the Hartford Ballet, and Theatre by
the Sea.
Producer/director'for "Arts in New Hampshire" is Rick Hanley. The presentation of the award will be made in New York City
next week.
The Peabody Awards are designed to recognize "the most distinguished and meritorious public service rendered each year by
radio and television." The awards have been named "the Pulitzer
prizes of the Fifth Estate," and "the goal of every producer in
radio and television."

Convocation speaker
John Davis, a former UNH administrator who is now president
of Macalester College in St. Paul, Minn., will be the speaker at the
Honors Convocation on Sunday.
Davis, a UNH alumnus, a former assistant to the UNH president and acting dean of men, will speak at 2 p.m. in the Lundholm
Gymnasium at the Field House.
Davis is a recognized authority on public school education, administration, and finance. He is also former executive secretary
of the New England School Development Council of Harvard's
Graduate School of Education.
Davis is a former superintendent of schools in Lincoln and
Worchester, Mass., and in -Minneapolis before assuming
presidency of Macalester in 1975.
Davis graduated from UNH in 1944 and served as assistant to
the president before earning master and doctorate degrees in
education from Harvard.
Invitations to the Hcmors Convocation are sent to the recipients
of academic scholarships, prizes and awards, members of the
academic honor societies, and other students with honor grade
standings. Special invitations are addressed to the students' families.
The Convocation program will also feature the music of two
student performance groups from the music department--the
Symphonic Wind Ensemble, under the direction of Stanley Hettinger, and the Concert Choir, directed by Cleveland L. Howard,
Jr.
Presentations of awards and honors will be done at other
places, dates and times arranged by the academic honor
societies, departments and committees. No student awards are
presented at the Convocation.
The Army and Air Force ROTC will have their joint awards
ceremony at 10 a.m. Sunday in Johnson Theater.
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Applications on rise at UNH
By Laura Locke

The University Admissions
office has received a record
number of applications for the
1979 fall freshman class,
Associate Director of Admissions
Stanwood Fish said. Just over
9,040 students, many the "top
students in their 'high school
classes," applied for the 4,200
freshman spots, Fish said.
Fish said the increase will not
affect the freshman enrollment
ceiling established by the
University a few years ago.
In-state applications have increased by two percent since last
year, while out-of-state ap:plications have increased six per·cent. Of those applicatfons, Fish
said approximately 1,450 in-state
:Jtudents and about 750 out of

state students will enroll in UNH
next September.
"It's hard to say that we'll get
these exact numbers," he said,
"because we haven't really
worked on transfer applications
yet."
.
Fish attributed the 450 student
increase ·over last year's applicant pile to an increased effort
in recruiting out-of-state high
school students from non-eastern
areas.
"It's really important that
we're beginning to broaden our
base outside of Boston,'' Fish
said. "As the result of birth control and the disinclination to have
children, some of the prime areas
that we have used in the past to

recruit students have become
less densely populated. This
means we must go further afield.
It takes time but we know we've
made progress."
Although applicants' academic
interests have not been fully
researched, Dean of Admissions
Eugene Savage said there has
been a "significant increase" in
the number of applicants to the
Liberal Arts College and the
College of Engineering and
Physic.al Sciences. The College of

Life Sciences and Agriculture
and the Whittemore School of
Business have noted slight application decreases: Savage said.
"I think we've tried in the
literature to convey to students
that the Whittemore School Administration is one of the most
competitive programs in the
University," Savage said. "I
suspect that many students
changed their field of interest to
liberal arts in light of this, planADMISSIONS, page 6
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Residents pay for
year-end damages
By Ellen Kunes
Resident students will be billed
this summer at their home addresses for all damages done in
their residence halls after April
15, Kevin Moore, manager at
Residential Life, said.
Moore says students were
notified of this decision twice this
year through flyers.
''Basically, dorm damages
have stayed the same over the
past three years, but the students
will pay a little more this year,
because we want to cut down on
our use of reserve funds," Moore
said.

In the past, damages occurring
in late April and early May were
not included in the student's final
bill. Moore said $5,000. to $10,000
of reserve fund money was used
to cover additional damages.
"This money should be used as
a safety valve against increasing
energy costs and renovations,''
said Moore. "If we keep using the
money for dorm damages, we'll
use up the reserves, and three
years from now, some poor
freshman will have to pay for
damages made before they even
DORM DAMAGE, page 20

Thursday

A screening for diabetes, glaucoma, high blood pressure,
heights and weights will be on Thursday from 2 to 5 p.m.
The annual four in one health screening will be at the health
center on 14 Elm St., Newmarket.
The screening, sponsored by the Newmarket Regional Health
Center and the Oyster River Home Health Association, will also
include for the first time a mobile van for hearing testing for
those over 60 years of age. The van is from the Portsmouth Rehab
Center.
Dr. Sarah Oxnard and Physician's Associate Michael Lewis of
the health center staff will test for glaucoma. Nurses from the
Oyster River Home Health ·Association will provide blood
pressure checks and diabetes tests.
Helen Schermer, a registered dietitian from Durham will be
available for nutrition information.
The screening is ~pen to all adults. ~ppointments are not
necessary. Transportation will be provided by health center
vans.
For futher information or to make transportation arrangements call 659-3106or1-800-582-7279.

Sun Day energy fair
Sun Day is Thursday.
Displays, demonstrations, and tours of solar powered systems,
as well as a variety of performances are planned for the Sun Day
energy fair at UNH.
·The all-day fair includes a sunrise.celebration, displays on winterization, solar energy devices, an outdoor concert and many
·other activities.
Sun Day on campus is sponsored by the Solar Energy Coalition
of UNH, a group -0f students who advocate the use of natural
energy.

The Weather
Today's weather will be partly sunny with highs up to 67, according to the National Weather Service in Concord. Tonight,
· partly cloudy with lows in the 30s.
Tomorrow it will be mostly sunny with high temperatures in the
60s.

•

Yesterday's warm weather prompted these students to get caught up in a game of Frisbee
near Gibbs Hall. (Johathan Blake photo)

Students work abroad in summer
By Beth Albert

student must have completed
This summer, four UNH stu- only two business courses and
dents will be working and living two years of college to join
in foreign countries as par- AIESEC.
ticipants in an interllational exHeidemarie Sherman, ombuds·man and assistant professor at
change program.
Lisa Klitz, John Depuy, Laurie the Whittemore ·school of
Kelley and Marcella Wood will be Business, said the program is
foreign interns in a program well known in the United States
sponsored by The International
Association of Students in
Economics
and
Business
Management (AIESEC). It is the first time UNH students will be sent overseas with
.AIESEC. Klitz, Depuy and Kelley
will work in Sweden, and Wood
will have a position in Hong By Stan Olshefski
Kong. Each semester 100 students
Kelley, a senior com- return to UNH who have not premunication major, hopes the in- registered. Although this is less
ternship will lead to a permanent than 1% of all returning students,
job in Europe.
complications still result, Uni"It looks great on a resume to versity Registrar · Stephanie
have international experience. I Thomas said.
am going to try for a permanent
"Those who don't pre-register
are simply shut out of every
overseas job," Kelley said.
The program is geared tor class," Thomas said. Most of
business majors although a those who return without pre-reg-

and abroad.
"Businesses have been very
receptive to the program. I
belonged to it when I was in
school in Europe,'' Sherman said.
Kelley has travelled throughout Europe over the past few
years. "I am very excited about
STUDENTS AIROAD, page 8
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istering planned to drop out,
Thomas said.
''There are also cases where
students just forget to do it (preregister).'' In either case students
find it difficult to enroll in the
courses they want or need,
Thomas said.
Under some circumstances,
(illness, funeral, or just absent
PRE-REGISTRATION, page 4
~
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Vice presiden ts
Will study split

X-movies
net profit

By Rachel Gagne
The vice presidents of two University offices will examine a
study this summer that indicates
a rift between them.

for MUSO
By Joel Brown
The X-rated version of "Alice
in Wonderland" was by far the
most successful film of the MUSO
Winter Film Society's 1978-79 offerings to date. The sex-laden
musical fairy tale netted a profit
of $317.25 from two screenings
last Thursday night.
Brooks'
Mel
Cur rently,
scabrous, R-rated western
parody, "Blazing Saddles,"
stands as the second most profitable film, clearing $140. The third
most successful of the Grand Illusions and Projections series is
the X-rated "Last Tango in
Paris,'' $104 in the black.
''Sex is a primary reason for
support of a film around here,''
Evan Cole, MUSO Film Director,
said Monday.
In contrast with the figures for
"Alice " "The Grateful Dead
Film,'" thought surely to be a
favorite on campus, lost $223, according to MUSO balance sheets.
Less than half of the difference
of $540.25 between the films is attributable to the higher rental fee
for the Dead film, Cole said.
"Tango" was a good film,
erotic, not just lust," Cole said.
"Some people complained it was
too slow, that they expected more
sex."
Cole agreed that programming
sex films would be successful at
UNH, but said he is "adamantly
against" programming to
students' prurient interests.
Cole displayed a stack of audit
sheets for the two series, most of
critically and
them for
sometimes commercially successful films. The bottom line on
most reflected a loss.
"Cousin Cousine", a successful
film, made $16," Cole said, flipping through the sheets. " "Blue
Collar,'' with Richard Pryor, lost
$230. "Madame Rosa" ... forget
"Madame Rosa.""
Artistic quality is not reflected
in the box office figures for most
of the films in the series.
At the end of the "Alice"
screening, Cole rose to announce
that "Deep Throat" would be
shown on a bus leaving for an
anti-nuclear demonstration in
Washington next Saturday night.
Not everyone knew that he was
kidding.
"On the way out one student
said to me, 'I have better home
movies,' " Cole said.
Those wanting "more sex"
were not the only ones disapoointed in the blue "Alice." "A woman
with two kids, four and six
years old, was turned away,"
MUSO President Peter Moore
said. ''She thought if was the animated Alice."
"They just want light entertainment, nothing too philosophical, nothing too deep,'' Cole said.
"And they don't want to see anything with sub ti ties.''
"I've tried to offer that with the
short films before each feature,
like Betty Boop for President,"
Cole said. "I've had some success
with that." He added that he
thinks Burt Reynolds films would
be very popular on campus, for
there is "no point to them."
Both "Alice" screenings were
packed, with lines extending all
the way down the MUB hall. A
handful of patrons walked out of
the film, but more appeared to
sympathize with one female sitting near the front of the Strafford Room,_ who repeatedly
exhorted the crowd to "Get
naked!'' at the late show.

vice
Haaland,
Gordon
president of academic affairs,
and Richard Stevens, vice
president of student affairs, will
study a report done by the MiniTask Force on Student Services.
The report, prepared for the
Committee on University Planning and Resources, said "there
is little formal or informal communication" between the two offices.
Stevens said the number one
priority the two men will have
when reviewing the report is the
"whole relationship" between the
offices.

Sop~omore Amber Cilley concentrates on an art class proj~c-~

The task force study was conducted to determine whether
student services at UNH were
being managed appropriately.

UNH faculty pay
ranks low in NE

The report explains that this is
the first time a division between
student affairs and academic affairs has been formally noted,
"but it is evident that people at
various levels in the University
hierarchy are aware of it and
have been aware of it for several
years."

durmg yesterday's warm temperatures. (Jonathan Blake
photo)

By Rachel Gagne
University faculty salaries are
second lowest among five New
England state universities polled.
Tl)e average salary for a UNH
·
professor is $25,904.
At Maine the average salary is
$22,900; at Connecticut $32,159; at
Rhode Island $28,629; and at
Massachusetts $29,969.
Associate professors receive
$22,000 at UConn, UMass and URI.
Assistant professors are paid
$17,000 at the three schools.
At UNH, associates get $20,191
and at Maine $17,400.
Assistants at Maine and UNH
get $14,400 and $15,817 respectively.
Average full professors and
associate professors' salaries at
UNH have risen about $1,000 since the 1977-78 academic year. But
the average assistant professor's
salary has decreased by $600 a
year.
At UNH, the Liberal Arts.
School, the Engineering and
Physical Science School and the
Whittemore School of Business
paid the
and Economics

maximum salaries for full
professors.
Professors in the Liberal Arts
college have salaries as high as
FACULTY SALARIES, page 8

Stevens said he was aware of
the split before the study was
done. Haaland, who has been at
the University for a month, said
he had no specific priorities for

the summer study.
''There is some distrust between the two sides. In a number
of areas it seems that both sides
see competition," said Ronald
Winslow, task force chairman.
Winslow said the two offices
view students' time in slots.
"Each office buys for slices of the
students' time. The Committee
wants the line between the two to
l.Jt! It::,::, l.Jlwn;d--with n1uch more

integration."
The task force summarized in a
written report that "there is a
prevalent feeling among faculty
that the Division of Student Affairs is not actively supporting
the academic mission, that it has
become a mission unto itself."
The tension between the two offices is not unique to UNH, according to the report.
Student affairs departments
have grown since the 1960s
student activism, the study said,
because of administrator's
responses to students' demands
for more non-academic services.
"Traditionally the faculty had
been the heart of the University.
But with changing roles as the
University has grown, the faculty
has become more professionally
oriented,'' Winslow said.
"We're pleased that both vice
presidents will work on this together. We can't think of a better
place to get to the split we
found,'' Winslow said.

Honors may change to 3.2
By Erik Jacobsen
Honors may be raised from the
present 3.0 to 3.2 as early as 1980
or 1981 if the Academic Senate
votes in favor of the proposed
change on May 7, Registrar
Stephanie Thomas said.
The call for a change in the
honor system stems from the
grade inflation problem, Thomas
said.
Bob Simpson, a UNH Academic
Standardc;; Senator and a physics
professor told the Academic
Standing and Advisory committee that 43 percent of last year's
graduates graduated with

A lone duck swims amid the solitude of the College Woods.
(Jonathan Blake photo)

honors. If the proposal passed
that figure could be reduced to 28
percent, Simpson said.
"Based on senate discussions I
feel it has an excellent chance of
passing'' Thomas said.
But student body president
Doug Cox is opposed to the
change. "I don't think changing
the honors is the way to attack
the grade inflation problem."
Cox feels the proposal is a
"piecemeal solution" and that
the change should take place internally not externally.
Most students are against the
proposed change, Cox said. But

Cox said he has faith that it won't
pass. "I think the faculty
senators will respect the feelings
of the students and vote down the
proposed honors change," he
said.
"The way to cure the probelm
is to make so-called gut courses
harder. The proposal will really
hurt the students in engineering,
ch_emistrr and the physical
sciences,' Cox said.
The student academic senators
will meet tommorrow night to
discuss lobbying the facuity and
ways to obtain student feedback,
before the May 7 vote, Cox said . .
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Stud~nt

Senate ~replaces Caucus
purpose, according to Commuter
Senator Mark Chapman.
The area with the highest
priority is the stretch of Mill
Road between College Road and
Main Street, although the
Newmarket Road is also hazardous for bike riders, Chapman
said:
·
The Caucus also passed a

TUESDAY, May 1
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES: "The 1979 Senior Bachelor of Fine Arts Exhibition." Paul Creative Arts Center.
Gallery hours through May 9: Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.4 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m.; closed Fridays.
Beginning May 10, the gallery hours will be as follows:
Monday-Friday, 12 noon-2 p.m.; Sundays, 2-4 p.m. Closed
Saturdays and University holidays. Note: The Galleries will
be open from 12 noon-4 p.m. on May 20, Commencement
Sunday. Exhibition continues through July 27.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "A Summing Up,"
Charles H. Leighton, AMLL. Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall; 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
FIRST TUESDAY LECTURE SERIES: "Art, Science, and
Cross-Cultural Communication," by · Warren Robbins,
· UNI-i '45, and Director of the Museum of African Art,
Washington, D.C. Paul Creative Arts . Center, 12:30 p.m.
Sponsored by the UNtt Alumm Assoc1at1on.
SPECIAL STUDENT SEMINAR: "People in Space in the
Shuttle Era--A New Opportu1:litY for Research." by Dr.
Loren Acton, Payload Specialist for Spacelab II Mission,
Lockheed Palo Alto Research Lab, CA. Howes Auditorium,
DeMeritt Hall, from 12:30-1:30 p.m. Informal question/answer period will follow in DeMeritt Lounge, Room 105.
BBC FILM ON THE LIFE OF CARL JUNG: An introduction
to the life and work of Carl Jung. Forum Room, Library,
12:30-2:30 p.m. Free admission. All interested persons
welcome. Film shown again on Thursday, May 3.
MEN'S BASEBALL: Holy Cross, Brackett Field, 1 p .m.
Doubleheader.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Springfield, Memorial Field, 3
p.m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: University of Southern Maine,
Brackett Field, 3 p.m. Doubleheader.
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION COLLOQUIUM: Discussion
of the recent book "A Documentary Study of Hendrik De
Man, Socialist Critic of Marxism," (Princeton, 1979) by
Peter Dodge, Sociology. Horton Social Science Center,
Room 304, at 3:30 p.m.
FACULTY BRASS QUINTET CONCERT: President's
Lawn, 4p.m.
MAY-DAY FILMS: "Salt of the Earth," and "Eugene Debs."
These films deal with labor organizing in 20th century
American--problems and history. Forum Room, Library, 7
p.m. Sponsored by Making Connections Film Series.
FILM: "Great Feats of Feet," tap dancing greats from the
famous Copasetic Club in New York will be featured. Room
223, Paul Creative Arts Center, 7:30-9:30 p.m. Donation
$.50. Sponsored by the UNH Dance Department.
WOMEN'S CENTER PRESENTATION: Film "How to Say
NO to a Rapist." Speakers from the Police force and from
the UNH Rape Task Force will answer questions. Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m.
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 7:30 p.m.
Tl\E UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PRESENTS: "The
Impact of Africa on Modern Western Cultll{e," by Warren
Robbins, UNH '45, and Director of the Museum of African
Art, Washington, D. C. The 1925 Room, Elliott Alumni
Center, 8 p.m. Informal reception from 4-5:30 p.m. in the
1925 Room.

STUDENT CAUCUS
continued from page 1

student, will be paid $50 from
funds collected through the
Student Activity Tax, which is
paid by full-time students.
The Caucus approved three
items on a WUNH radio station
budget request, following
recommendations of the Bureau of
the Budget.
The engineering services
of professional technician
Richard Cushing, test record,
and a distortion analyzer were
provided for by the bill.
Monev for a turntable oreamplifier, which would give WUNH a
second on-the-air studio meeting
the Federal Communications
Commission's (FCC) standards,
was opposed by the Caucus.
The Caucus did approve a $200
grant to Citizens for Alternative
Transportation to have bike
paths installed around Durham.
Over $2,000 has been raised
during the past two years for this

'

..

~

PRE-REGISTRATION
continued from page 2

mindedness). students can still
pre-register tomorrow before the
emergency deadline. · Thomas
said, "Even if you're not sure if
you're returning or not. it would
be a wise move to ..E!:_e-register.''
There are also complications
with deans and faculty, Thomas
said. "We send out tallys of
students and their pre-registered
courses, this way the deans and
their faculty can get a feel of

what courses are in demand and
what size room to use. "
Thomas and her staff of 25 handle
a 11 prP-rP.gist.ering

nu ties

whirh

includes scheduling and maintaining records. But, as soon as
classes start, the ''un-pre-registered" students must deal directly with the faculty, Thomas said.
"The Registrars office washes
its hands as soon as classes start.
We can't do too much else. It's up
to the instructor whether or not to
allow any extras in his or her
class."

DISCO

DISCO

Dance
to the music

DISCO

BEER BJ.AST

BUDWEISER

SSC •DRAFTS• 4SC

MICHELOB

NO COVER•8Til2•DANCING

MONDAY

COUPLES
NITE

YOUR DATE AT THE ARK SAVES YOU
1/2 THE PRICE OF A DRINK.
8- 2. •NO COVER

COLLEGE
$1DRINKS
50¢ DOMESTIC BEER NITE
KAllWA
NITE

TUESDAY

PHYSICS UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR SERIES:
"Waves in the Atmosphere," Visiting Professor William
Taffe, Plymouth State College. DeMerritt Hall lounge,
3:30-4:15 p.m.
GERMAN FILM SERIES: "Paule Paulander." This movie
tells the story of 15-year old Paule who, through his friendship with a girl from reform school, becomes more and
more aware of injustice. Social Science Center, Room 4,
from 7-9 p.m. Free admission.
FORUM ON NUCLEAR ENERGY: Featuring authoritative
speakers on different aspects of the nuclear energy controversy, including the Harrisburg incident, dangers of radia. tion, and the economics of nuclear power. Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7:30-10 p.m. Sponsored by SANE.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Janice
Marquis, piano, and Kay Shelton, violin. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, disco, 8 p.m.

Hampshire, Room 151. MUB, Ul'\H, Durham . N.11 . ~:~u.'- tfjM)o copies per
issue printed at (.'ourier Publishing Co .. Rochester, 1'i.ll
,
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throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the
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proposal to support planning and
implementation of the Commuter
Center. Vice President for Commuter Affairs Jim Glasser urged
senators--" especially the new
senators"--to become involved.
The Caucus passed its last
motion, to dissolve itself, at ten
minutes past ten.
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The Chicago Three speak ·and UNH strikes

This is part two of the story
that
appeared
in
last
Tuesday's The New Hampshire,
chronicling 60's activist Jerry
Rubin's first visit to UNH in
May of 1970.

UNH Student Body President
Mark Wefers met the Chicago
Three for the first time after
much confusion and confrontation, when they appeared in the
crowd and walked on stage.
The 4,000 people in the Field
House cheered. Two thousand
more people huddled together for
warmth on the football field
where loudspeakers had been set
up to broadcast WUNH's speech
coverage.
Only one policeman and one
uniformed
fire
marshall

shit. We all know that school is •
nothing but advanced toilet
training," he shouted.
"Taking an exam is like taking a
shit. You gather it all in and you
wait until they tell you it is the
right moment and when that
moment comes you just let it out,
flush it down, and forget about
it."
The crowd screamed and clapped approval.
Rubin gave way to Yippie
leader Abbie Hoffman who
greeted the crowd with a
screaming, "New Hampshirewhoooeee !"
"Tonight this granite is going
to crack," he yelled. "Tonight the
old man in the mountain is going
to blow his fucking brains out!

the speeches. More than 200
students, faculty, and administrators wore blue armbands
signifying they were marshalling
the speeches.
Dressed in a white shirt and tie,
the middle-aged and balding
Dave Dellinger spoke first. He
raised his fist and shouted "Right
on! " The crowd returned the
gesture.
Dellinger's talk on the evils of
the Vietnam War was punctuated
by foot stomping, fist raising, and
shouts of "whoooeee" from Abbie
Hoffman and Jerry Rubin who
sat behind him on stage.
When Dellinger finished, Rubin
jumped from his chair and grabbed the microphone. He hopped,
stomped and tried to blow the
·house down. .
"Tonight we showed that it's us
and not the Trustees who decide
who speaks," he yelled. "The
Trustees are rich motherfucking
businessmen."
Rubin paced the stage. "These
places (universities) are like
factories and we're treated like

goddamn vanilla state--all 32
flavors of Howard Johnson's
vanilla. People talk about loving
or leaving this nation. Well,
we've already fucking left!
"This weekend we're going to
Washington and we're going to
protest at the Washington
monument, that petrified penis of
the Potomac."
The crowd cheered, chanted
and clapped.
The Chicago Three left the
Field House roar through a back
door, went to the football field
and spoke to the crowd there.
Slowly, the crowd in the Field
House filed out into a cold drizzle.
The next day, most UNH
students struck.
Wednesday morning, contempt
of· court action against Wefers
began. "I believe we have seen
the depths of deceitful conduct
this
afternoon,"
Attorney
General Warren Rudman said.
"It will be dealt with."
US Attorney David Brock filed
to prosecute Wefers for ''willfully
violating the court's order by

By Dennis Cauchon

ro.rnainod in t.ho building · d~ing

·

"Loolz: at t.hi.o plaoo. Thi.o i.o o

Sixties activist Jerry Rubin caught the imagination of the
strike-ready UNH students back in May of 1970.

~•.,.,

UNH Prt:sident John McConnell was dismayed by the actions of the students during the arrival
of the Chicago Three.
·
permitting and otherwise en- and marching in total silence the
couraging Dellinger, Rubin, and students marched six abreast
Hoffman to speak after the 6: 30 through campus.
The 4,000 candlelight marchers
p.m. time limit without obtaining
poured into the MUB Cafeteria to
permission from the Trustees."
Although UNH President John discuss the strike. Students hung
McConnell, Rudman, and some over the mezzanine while Mark
trustees were present and able to Klein, assistant professor of
moderated
the
stop the speeches if they wished, physics,
they said they allowed them to discussion until it broke up at
·
happen in the interest of keeping 11:30p.m.
The striking students used the
peace. These same people said
legal action should be taken MUB and McConnell Hall as
against Wefers for not stopping strike headquarters. Students
held workshops, debates, and
the speeches.
Wefers received a supportive published a paper named "Strike
telegram from five US senators Daily" that kept studentS 1n- .
including George McGovern and formed of strike activities.
·Alan Cranston. "We share the
sense of outrage which you and
Word came from ·Washington
other Americans feel over the that ·week that 168 Americans
war in Southeast Asia," they were killed in Vietnam, 110 in
said.
Cambodia alone. But not to
Elsewhere in Washington, worry, the Pentagon also reportD.C.; US President Richard ed 5,898 Viet Cong dead.
Nixon's dir~tor of the Office of
Thursday afternoon in the
Students ·and Youth resigned MUSO office, a federal marshall
because, "Ni~on has shown that served Wefers with a citation orhe does not understand young dering him to appear in court
people nor does he wish to com- May 15 to answer contempt of
municate with them."
court charges.
Secretary of the Interior,
UNH officially joined 319 other
Walter , Hickel, also condemned striking universities and colleges
Nixon for his "continued attacks that afternoon. By a vote of 283on the young."
123 the faculty passed a
resolution which stated, "The
Wednesday afternoon, an over- American invasion of Cambodia
flow crowd of students forced a and the renewed bombing of North
faculty meeting to be moved Vietnam have brought severe
from Johnson Theatre to the tensions to this campus, destrucField House.
tion to many others and death to
The first hour of the meeting at least one. These circumstanwas consumed in debate over the ces raise an incalculable danger
presence of 3,000 students.
of unprecendented alienation of
"We're here to make brownie many of our students and faculty,
points in front of a few well and of the University to survive
meaning
students,"
said in any recognizable sense.
Assistant
Political
Science Therefore, we support the imProfessor Joseph Ford. "We can mediate and total withdrawal of
think for ourselves. We're not all U.S. forces in Indo-China.
sheep."
"During the period from the
Paul Brockelman, associate close of this meeting until Saturphilosophy professor, countered, day, May 9, 1!170 all regular
"You all know where I stand. I'm University· activities (will) be
in favor of the strike. The studentS replaced by activities which our
must be saying to themselves colleges, schools, and other units
'what have they got to hide'."
deem appropriate to them in light
This comment prompted 50 of of this resolution. We urge that
the 350 faculty members to walk students and faculty join in planout in protest. Brockelman said ning and participating in these
some of his colleagues felt in- activities."
timidated by student presence so
After considerable debate the
they should be given an oppor- faculty voted to "oppose any an~
tunity to meet privately.
all punitive . actions directed
Gordon Haaland, associate against those involved in
professor
of
psychology, organizing the appearance of the
suggested the meeting be Chicago Three."
declared an open convocation
The faculty, however, refused
and schedule a faculty meeting to support Wefers by name.
later. The faculty agreed by a 207
The resolution was sent to the
to 82 margin.
University Senate where it was
The open meeting turned into accepted with only a few minor
an exchange of views on the changes. One of which was to
strike between students and· reinstate commencement exerfaculty.
cises scheduled for that weekend.
That evening after attending a
Students were allowed to finish
memorial mass for the four their semester's work if they
students slain at Kent State, a wanted to, but, despite McConcrowd of 4,000 gathered in front of nell's claim that the University
Snively Arena . Carrying candles was · open, students spent their

days working against the Vietnam War.
·
That weekend many students
went to Washington, D.C. to participate in a massive anti-war
demonstration at that "petrified
penis of the Potomac."
Saturday
commencement
exercises were held to highlight
the long ago scheduled Parent's
Weekend. Public Service Company President William Tallman
was given an honorary degree.
Things calmed down as the
strike progressed quietly. Events
of the previous two weeks had,
however, caused New Hampshire
Senator Thomas Mcintyre to
change his view on the war.
He said, "We must now realize
we have no objectives in
Southeast Asia of sufficient importance to warrant continuation
of this conflict indefinitely."
Friday, May 15, Wefers trial
opened in .Concord. His attorney,
William Shea of Dover, argued
that if Wefers was· guilty so was
McConnell.
"The action of the University
president and the student body
president were identical. They
were both concerned about
bloodshed," he said.
Fred Hall, chairman of the
Board of Trustees, testified that
the decision to allow the speeches
was the consensus of the Trustees
present that night, but he didn't
consider it an official decision
because no official meeting was
held.
Two hundred students gathered
outside of the courthouse in support of Wefers and someone
pulled a fire alarm, emptying the
building.
The same day Wefers trial
started, National Guardsmen at
Jackson State in Mississippi
killed two more students and
wounded another five.
Friday afternoon the 21-yearold Wefers took the stand and
testified into the evening. Wefers
explained his running from the
room full of federal marshalls by
saying, 'I was fairly shaken up
and I didn't want to talk to
anybody. A friend tried to tell me
but !told him 'I won't listen'."
June 10, US District Court
Judge Hugh Bownes convicted
Wefers of violating his court order prohibiting the Chicago
Three speeches after 6: 30 p.m.
Wefers was fined $500 or 20 days
in jail.
Wefers appealed his case to the
US Court of Appeals in Boston in
September. The Court of Appeals
heard oral arguments from both
sides that November.
·
That December while Wefers
toured Russia and North Vietnam
with other student body presidents, his conviction was overturned.
PROTEST, page 16
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notices
GENERAL
TACOS A LA BARBACOA: Este viernes, 4 mayo, 121:30. solo 7~. Vengan al "picnic" en el parque en la
esquina de Calle Old Landing y ruta 108 hacia Newmarket. Se puede pagar a Elena Fernald, Murkland 209, antes, o al llegar al parque.
NOVA SCOTIA BIKE TRIP--ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING: Tuesday, May 1, Outing Club Office, Room
135, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. The trip will begin after
finals in May.
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE NEXT SEMESTER? Check
out Sackett House, the Personal Development Mini
Dorm if you are interested in interpersonal skills,
people, and just plain fun. Call 2-1172, or 868-9684, and
ask for Tom, Ellie, or Mary Ellen.
LEADERSHIP TRAINING CLASS: Three levels
dealing with aspects of the Christ-directed life. Thursday, May 3, Hamilton-Smith, Room .202, at 7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ.
CAFE FRANCAIS: Wednesday, May 2, Room 101,
Murkland Hall, from 3:3<>-4:30 p.m. Help celebrate "la
fete du muguet. '' Open to any member of the University
community.
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Tuesday
evenings, Counseling and Testing Center in Schofield
House, at 7 p.m.
RECEPTION FOlt NICK

CIANCIULLI:

Students,

faculty, and staff are invited to join with members of the
Office of Student Activities to honor Nick Cianciulli on
his retirement after 16 years as Supervisor of the
Memorial Union's Games Area. The reception for Nick
will be held from 3-5 p.m. on Wednesday, May 2, in the
Senate-Merrimack Room of the Memorial Union. If you
have any questions about the affair, please call Don
Harley, 862-1524.

ACADEMIC
SUMMER JOBS: Four upper class Liberal Arts students
in good academie standjng needed to assist in ~ummer
· ntation advisin . Work total of 12 da s m June.

.

Salary $325. Contact George Abraham, Advising Center
for further information.
NEW COURSE OFFERING: Humanities 595: Special
Studies in the Humanities. Topic for Semester I, 1979-80:
Dante in Translation. Under the Humanities umbrella of
special studies this new course offering will allow
students of all disciplines an opportunity to read the
"Divine Comedy." It will feature close textual analysis
of selected cantos and other pertinent texts with emphasis on modern Italian and American literary criticism. MW 3:1o-4:30p.m., MK 201, Prof. VittorioFelaco.
THERE WILL BE AN ORIENTATION MEETING on
Wednesday, September 5 for students interested in
Italian 605, Readings in Modern Italian Literature. The
meeting will take place at 2 p.m. in Murkland 101 and
hours for the course will be arranged at that time. It is a
4-credit course. Please see Professor Vittorio Felaco,
Room 1040, Murkland Hall, if you are interested.

RELIGION
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION: Meeting,
Tuesday, May 1, Rockingham room, Memorial Union, at
6p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
UNH JUGGLERS MEETING : Wednesday, M::iy ? ,
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union; at 9 p.m.
UNH ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Last meeting of the
semester. Elections of new officers will be held. We will
also discuss The Little Royal. If you showed, please attend. We need your comments. Refreshm~nts will be
served. Wednesday, May 2, Kendall Hall, Room 202, at
7:30 p.m. Questions? Call Lorraine, at 2-1668.
SANE MEETING: We will be discussing plans for
summer and for next semester. Please bring your ideas
and suggestions. Wednesday, May 2, Carroll-Belknap
Room, Memorial~?!~~~~~? P;'!!·.•••
The "Notices" section appears in -.!ach issue of The New
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union.

AdDlis sions are up
1

"Last year we had 75 applicants
from Lexington High School,''
Fish said, "so we went there. We
know this was helpful. High
ning to apply to the WSBE school gui?~nce counselors in
program after they've been here, areas we VISited probably learned
for awhile."
more about our programs and
For the second year UNH encouraged more people to
along with seven other' colleg~ apply. -admissions programs including
Fish also credited the applicaUniversity of Maine, University tion increase to a research
of Vermont and Dartmouth, made questionnaire that the admissions
an "All-out effort to com- office sent to all accepted freshmunicate with schools in the mid- men last year. The four page study
west,'' Fish said.
asked students to evaluate the ad"'!'e hav~ done thousands of in- missions process in "every
terv1ews with students we met conceivable way," Fish said.
"It was a really good study,"
when we were out visiting," he
said. "It has made one heck of a Fish said. "About 1,800 surveys·
difference. "We definitely made were returned and from them we
more gains in areas where we learned that there is a higher
made a conscious effort. "
yield rate for those students that
According to Fish, represen- visited campus. As a result, we
tatiyes from UNH visited ap- decided to make it possible for
proximately 50 schools in the north- people to visit the campus by
east last fall, concentrating on asking the volunteer admissions
those high schools with a high reps to give an extra time slot for
percentage of UNH students and interviewing. And they agreed to
alumni.
it."

ADMISSIONS

continued from page 2

M
LOR VETERINARY
SCHOOL IN AUGUST
"Pay on Acceptance Only" W.H.O. Recognized

Orientation by Matriculated Student
For Application and Information, write:
Proven Medical AND VETERINARY STUD ENT, PLACEMENT SERVICE
100 LaSalle St.
New York N.Y. 10027 or call: 2W$j.-oc;r....-pooclCIOC~

"FINALS"

SALE

,~ t

3 Weeks and It's Finished!

--_-- - _ '

y
"MU
®

FOR LESS

Corduroy Jeans . . .
_
flare and straight leg models
13 Colors to choose from

values to $18

-*_J

$9.99

'

"*··

This egg shell on the ground at Forest Park appears to exude a
lunar gfow. (Jonathan Blake photo)
·-~~~~~~~~~~-

Jogging Shoes

EFORE-YOU LEAVE
SL 72 Running Shoe ...
blue nylon uppers with white
£21re,• ..:y~·:~-,•·"' ~ stripes. Long wearing traction
tread sole. Built in nylon heel cup.

JEANS for GALS
Chic by H.l.S.
LE VI'S for Girls

$18.99

$24.95_
save $10
were $34. 95

DAN SKIN
Skirts & Dresses

were $23

20°/o

BROOKS VILLANOVA

$15.95

STOP IN AND FILL

BROOKS VANTAli"E

YOUR SUMMER

$29.95

CLOTHING NEEDS!

off

Cut-offs

M-F 9::J0-5:00
s~ t 9 '. :~0-1 : 30

Denim Jackets
Chambray Shirts

MEN'S Knit Golf Shirts
by Wickbury
regular!y $12

$7.99

2 for $15

TUBE
SOX

3 pr.($4.99
reg. $2.50/ pair

Assorted
Skirts and Blouses
REDUCED!!

Beaded Sweaters
Fitted blazers

Thurs. May 3

Light-weight Dresses

Bill Morrissey

... and more

Fri-Sat May 4-5

SECOND COMING
USED CLOTillN(i
NEWM.-\RKET
12<>: :;it

50 MAIN ST., DOWNTOWN DURHAM

..

CHUCK KRUEGER
Plus: Chuck Colley
at 8:30 & 11 pm

Monday May?
Mary Mccaslin &

JimRin er
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.... !

..--------ml!!!!!~------------. The UNH
·

faculty Brass Quintet
will _p ert orm a free concert on
President Mills' lawn at 4 p.m., today.
Winner
Best Foreign
Film

on

SECOND COMING

*
1
#

Used Furniture

:

659-5634

:

give us a call. We buy & sell

I ************Ji•\l~***********;

Academy Award

· counting

*
#
#
:
:

%%\&%%%%%\%%%%%\\SS%%\

We're

'l"'*****~.!11·~·
..····~·•Jtc••••****•
Movmgmtli~sprmg?
.
#
-*
When you decide what to
#
:
d~withyourfurniture, etc.,
:

AN IDEAL, CLASSIC GIFT

1
- :

''FLAGRANTLY FUNNY. Makes
you feel unreasonably happy:'
-Pauline Keel, The New Yorker

STUDENTS GRADUATES ALUMNI
CRESTED BLAZER BUTTONS

you..

with the UNH seal rehdered in
blue and white enamel and
18 karat gold plate. Each set
consists of 3 large and 4 small
buttons attractively boxed.
at$15.00

CRESTED UNH STICK PIN
Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.

April 28-May 8
at 7:00 & 9:00

Landcrafted,w ith the same
quality detail as the
blazer buttons and mounted
ona 2112" 18 karat gold plated
stick with delicate clutch at $5. 75
UNH BOOKSTORE Hewitt Hall
862-2141

Si SSS%%SSS%%S %%%%%%%

A University owned non-prof!t
facility located on campus to serve you .

Congratulations to Winners
and nominees of the

UNHWOMEN
ATHLETES
OF THE YEAR
AWARD
We are extremely proud of the in- .
dividual achievements and the team :
·accomplishments of the UNH Women ·
Sports Programs. We also extend our '
thanks and appreciation to the coaches
and their staffs and to the womens'
Athletic Department for their· dedica. tion and commitments.
1

Campus Copy of Durham.
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answers to
collegiate
crossword

Sky diving gives students a thrilling high
SKYDIVING
continued from page 1

"So it takes two and a half sides had been taken out, so they
minutes to get to the ground if couldfitmorepeoplein. We were
you're a beginner. They drop a packed in like sardines.
first-time jwnper from between
When you get ready to jwnp,
2,500 and 2,800 feet."
you think you're not going to do it.
A man on the ground, is It's against all instincts to let go.
dressed in orange. is the gound
control. "He does the thinking for
"The best part," MacDowell
the jumper," said Waterfield. said, "was the view. It was great.
"He goes through a series of And you can see all these cars
signals, telling the jumper how to and houses and people, but you
can't hear any earth sounds. It's
steer."
weird."
"The first time anyone jwnps,
"There's a definition for sky
they mostly concentrate on body
position and a stable fall," said diving," said Waterfield, "hours
MacDowell, who has jumped five of boredom interrupted by
moments of terror.''
times.
·
" I'll cag1cx w1th U1~ seconc.J halt
"The first time I Jumped, it was
more of a dare than anything," of that definition," said Currier.
he continued. "The worse part "I'll do it again, only because I
was getting in that plane. The in- forget what I saw."

all glad that the article came out
after we paid our fifty dollars,
Since last September, there and made the jump. It's not that
have been only two sprained dangerous, if you follow the inankles and one broken toelrom structions when you land,'' he
UNH. "If you do it· right, there said.
can be no problems," said Mac"Granted," Ichrath continued,
Dowell.
"Fifty dollars also takes care "I was petrified at first. George
of the first jump, use of all (Anderson) said that standing on
equipment, and a first-jwnp cer- the step before the jump was like ·
riding on a motorcycle, and that
tificate,'' said Waterfield.
The second jump is five dollars, the wind wouldn't blow me over.
Forget it! I was hanging on for
and every jwnp after that is ten.
Bob Ichrath wants to jump dear life."
According to Waterfield, th~
again. "Now I know what to expect when I jump," he said. "It's chute is on a static line attached
funny A bunch of us were to the olane. The chute ooens two
reading the Parade section of and a half seconds after the peryesterday's ''Boston Globe,'' and son has left the plane.
''You drop about one-thousand
there was this article on the
hazards of sky diving. We were feet per second," said Waterfield.
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Myatt
chosen
TOM MYATT
continued from page 1

EARN OVER$650 AMONTH
RIGHT THROUGH YOUR

SENIOR YEAR.

If you're a junior or senior
majoring in sciences like
math, physics or engineering,
the Navy has a program you
should know about.
It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer CandidateCollegiate Program
(NUP.OC-C for short) and if
you qualify, you can earn as
much as $650 a month right
through your senior year.
Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School,
you'll get an additional year
of advanced technical
education. This would cost
thousands in a civilian school,
but in the Navy, we pay you.
It isn't easy. There are
fewer than 400 openings and
only one of every six
applicants will be selected~
But if you make it, you'll
have unequaled hands-on

responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and giltedged qualifications for jobs
both in the Navy and out.
Ask your placement
officer to set up an interview
with a Navy representative
whep. he visits the campus,
or contact your Navy
representative at 800-841-8000,
or send in the coupon. The
NUPOC-C Program. Not
only can it help you complete
college. It can be the start of
an exciting career.

-------------..

OPPORTUNITY
I... NAVY
INFORMATION CENTER

I

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

8704

P.O. Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803
Yes. I'd like more information on
the N UPOC-C PrQgram ( fjif O) .

Name
Address

t ·.. .,

, ,.,..... """' '

City
Stat
Ag

1....

Zip_ _ _ __
tCollege/University

iGraduation Date

!Grade Poin

•Ma~or/Minor
Phone Number

•M•• l"•.t.•

CN5/9

~-------------

NAVY OFFICERS

GET RESPONSIBll.nY FASI.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

..

1

"Now there is a new senate
with a lot of new senators," he
explained. "Bob Coates and I will
do everything we can to help the
new people learn Parliamentary
Procedure."
The hardest part of my job will
be trying not to do things that
would make me partial or
political. I'll consciously try to
remain impartial," he said.
Myatt spent two years in the
Marines after graduating from
high school. Stationed in Paris
Island, South Carolina, Myatt
completed boot camp and
remained there to train new
recruits. He said he entered with
the intention of serving two years
and then going to college.
"I really think the new governance system will work,'.' M~att
said with conviction. "It has what
it needs on paper; now all it needs
is the people to make it work, and
I think we have them" he said.

Students
abroad
STUDENTS ABROAD
continued from page 2

this program because to work
and live in a country is a great
. way to get to know the people and
area," she said.
- Kelley will t>e workin~ for an
import company. "Althou_gh
Swedish is not required, I would
love to take a course in the
language,'' she said.
To reciprocate the exchange,
five foreign students will come to
New Hampshire this swnmer to
work for New Hampshire companies. AIESEC is looking for
families to accommodate the
students .
The UNH chapter of AIESEC
has 30 student members and a
seven-member board of advisors.
The advisors are UNH administrators,· faculty and area
businessmen. The UNH chapter
was established three years ago.
"We are looking to expand next
year,'' Kelley said. ''Hopefully
we will enlarge the board of advisors and have 15 to 20 interns."

Salaries
FACULTY SALARIES
continued from page 3
$33,400.

Lowest salaries paid to full
professors were in the Liberal
Arts College, too, at $20,500.
In April, the University System
Board of Trustees voted to make
raising faculty and staff salaries
one of its highest priorities.
Some university officials complained that the quality of
teaching has declined in some
schools because several faculty
members have left for higher
paying jobs.

·":'
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This course listing is intended to give readers of The New Hampshire ~n overview of the credit programs offered
at the University of New Hampshire this summer. Please consult a University catalog for course descriptions.
prerequisites,, and/ or enrollment restrictions. Also,, because some scheduling changes have doubtless occurre_d
since this listing was prepared.. please contact the Division of Continuing Education.. Verrette House,, to verify the
course details before you register. Telephone the Division -of Continuing Education at 862-2015.

ADMINISTRATION (ADMN)
411(01)
Behavior in Organizations
411(02)
Behavior in Organizations
424(01)
Quantitat_ive Analysis
502(0l)
Financial Accounting
502(02)
Financial Accounting
650(01)
Operations Management
651(01)
Marketing
653(01)
Financial Management
661(01)
Managerial Thinking
700(01)
Business Policy
713(01)
Interpersonal and Group
Dynamics
715(01)
Theory and Practice of Group
Leadership
751(01)
Advertising and Promotion

5/21-6 /15
7 /9-8/3
5/21-6 /15
5/21-6/15
6/11-7/6
6/11-7/6
6/i°l-7/6
6/11-7/6
7 /9 - 8/3
5/21-6/ 15
6/11-7 /6

MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

lO :OOam-·noon
lO :OOam-noon
8:00-lO:OOam
lO :OOam-noon
8:00-lO :OOam
lO :OOam-noon
lO :OOam-noon
8:00-lO :OOam
8:00-lO :OOam
lO :OOam-Qqon
lO:OOam-noon

6/25-7/6

MTuWThF

9:00am-5 :00pm 4· credits

5709 -

7 /9-8/3

MTuWThF

lO :OOam-noon

4 credits

5803

2 credits
2 credits
2 credits
var. 1-4

5500
5700
5900
arr.

4 credits

6308

2 credits

6404

ANIMAL SCIENCES (ANSC)
Horsemanship
5/21 - 6/15
Days and times arranged
402(01)
402(02)
Horsemanship
6 /18 - 7 /13
Days and times arranged
402(03)
Horsemanship
7 /16-8 /10
Days and times arranged
795-796
Investigations in Dairy, Livestock, Dates, days, and times arranged
Poultry
ANTHROPOLOGY(ANTH)
· 412(01)
Physical Anthropology and
Prehistoric Archaeology
795(01)
Reading and Research in
Anthropology : Newington - A Colonial Culture
Coreq : EARTHWATCH
795(02)
Reading and Research in
Anthropoiogy: Ne wington - A Colonial Culture
Coreq: Earthwatch
Reading and Research in
795(06)
Anthropology: Practical
Experience in Archaeology
795(07)
Reading and Research in
Anthropology: P:r;-acticial
Experience in Archaeology
THE ARTS
432(01)
484(01)
513(01)
525(01)
532(01)
533(01)
542(01)
551(01)
625(01),
626(01)

(ARTS)
Drawing I
Great Artists and Monuments
Jewelry _and Metalsmithing I
Woodworking
Drawing II
Drawing III
Oil Painting l
Photography I
Wood Furniture Design

BIOCHEMISTRY (BCHM)
501(01)
Biological Chemistry
656(01)
Physiological Chemistry and
Nutrition

7 /9-8/17

MWTh

4 :00 - 6:30pm

7/9-7/20

Days and time arranged

7/23-8/3

Days and time arranged

7 /9-7 /20

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits

5505
5801
. 5506
5507
5818
5603
5708
5604
5802
5508
5605

2 credits

6405

MTuWThF

8:00am-4:00pm 2 credits

6406

7 /23-8/3

MTuWThF

8:00am-4 :00pm 2 credits

6407

5/21-6 /15
6 /25-7 /20
7/23-8/17
6/25-7 /20
6 /'25-7 /20
6/25-7 /20
6/25-7 /20
6/11-7 /6
6/25-7 /20

MTuWThF
MTuW...ThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

8:00am-noon
lO :OOam-noon
8 :00am-noon
8:00am-noori

credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits

5502
5701
5901
5705
5702
5703
5704
_5600
5706,
5720

5/21-6 /15
6/25-8/17

MTuWThF
MW

8:00am-12:30pm 4 credits
6:00-9:00pm
4 credits

5503
6000 .

8:00~m-noon

8:00am - noon
8 :00am - noon
8:00am-noon·
8:00am-noon

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

BIOLOGY (BIOL)
401(01)
Human Biology
402(01)
Man and His Environment
403(01)
The Living World
420(01)
Man, Nature, and Disease

5/21-6 /15
6/11-7 /6
7 /9 ~ 8/3
6 /25-7 /20

MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon
8 :00-lO :OOahl
8:00-lO :OOam
lO :OOam-noon

credits
credits
credits
credits

5504
5601
5800
5707

BOTANY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY (BOT)
411(01)
General Botany

5/21-7 /13

TuTh

6100

525(01)

5l21-7 /13

TuTh

10 :00-12 :30pm, 4 credits
2:00-4 :00pm
6:30-9:00pm
4 credits

6137

5/Zl-6 /29

MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon

6101

CHEMISTRY (CHEM)
403(01)
General Chemistry

6/11-7 /6

404(01)

7 /9-8/3

6 /25-8/3

MTuWThF, -' 8:00-9 :00am,
4
ll:30am-12:30pm,
MWTh
9:00-11:30am
MTuWThF,
8:00-9 :00am,
4
ll:30am-12:30pm,
MWTh
9:00-ll :30am
MTuWTh
9:00-lO:OOam, 3
ll:OOam-noon
MW
1:00-6 :00pm
2

6/25-7 /20

MTuWThF

8 :00-lO:OOam

7 /23-8/17

·MTuWThF

8:00-lO :OOam

3 credits

5902

Introduction to Marine Botany

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CHE)
603(01)
Applied Mat~ematics for
Chemical Engineers · -

545(01)
546(01)
651(01)
652(01)
653(01)
654(01)

General Chemistry

Organic Chemistry
Coreq: Chem 546
Organic Chemistry Laboratory
Coreq : Chem 545
Organic Chemistry
Coreq : Chem 653
Organic Chemistry
Coreq: Chem 65'4
,
Organic Chemistry Laboratory
Coreq: Chem 651
Organic Chemistry Laboratory
Coreq: Chem 652

6/~5-8/3

~ J

•

l_

credits

6002

3 credits

5710

1:00-5:00pm

2 credits

5903

5/28-7 /6
7 /9-8/17
7 /9-8/17

l" I I I t i

6001

MTuWTh

Mechanics I
Mechanics II
Mechanics III

~

credits

7 /23-8/17

525(01)
526(01)
527(01)

I

5804

5711

5/28-7 /6

' \t i

credits

2 credits

Surveying

l

5606

1:00-5 :00pm

505(01)

t "t

credits-

MTuWTh

5/28-7 /6

L 1,

4 credits

6/25-7 /20

CIVIL ENGINEERING (CIE)
501(01)
Surveying

1<

4
4
4
4

MTuWThF
10:00-11:30am, 4
MW
2:00-4:30pm
MTuWThF
8:00 ~ 9:30am ,
4
TuTh _
2 :00-4:30pm
MTuWThF · - 9 :3ci°-'11 :OOam ·-·:3
MTuWThF
8:00-9:30am
3
MTuWThF
9:30-ll:OOam
3

credits

6200

credits

6201

cre-dits
credits
credits

6202
6300
6301

CLASSICS (CLAS)
501(01)
Classical Mythology
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS (COMM)
634(01) Clinical Practice in Speech
Pathology
795
Independent Study
798T(04)
798U(05)

5/21-7 /13

MW

7:Q0-9 :30pm

4 credits

6/25-8/3

MTuWThF

9:0-0-10:30am

4 credits _ 6203

Dates, days, tim~s arranged

Special Topics in Health Studies: See School of Hea~th Studies 79ST
Basic Sign Language
Special Topics in Health Studies: See School of Health Studies 798U
Advanced Basic Sign Language

CRAFTSMANSHIP (DCE)
491(01)
Basic Craftsmanship
591(01) Advanced Craftsmanship
592(01)
Seminar in Craftsmanship
592(02)
Seminar in Craftsmanship
593(01)
Supervised Craftsmanship
CRIMINAL JUSTICE (DCE)
550(01)
Criminal Justice Administration
and Organization
EARTH SCIENCES (ESCI)
501(01)
Introduction to Oceanography

6102

var, 2, 4,
6, 8 er.

arr.

8/20-8/30
7 /30-8/17
7 /30-8/17
8/20-8/30
7 /~0-8/17

MTuWThF
MTuVIThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

8 :00am-5 :00pm
8:00am-5:00pm
arranged
arranged
arranged

3 credits
2 credits
1 credit
2 credits
2 credits.

clos·e d
close.4
closed
closed
closed

5/21-6/15

MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon

4 cre·dits

5509

5/21-6 /15

MTuWThF

8:00-lO:OOam

4 credits

5512

MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

8:00-lO:OOam
lO:OOam-noon
8:00-lO :OOam
lO :OOam-noon
lO:OOam-noon
8:00-lO :OOam

4
4
4
4
4
4

credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits

5713
5513
5607
56(\_8
580'5;
5514!

MTuWThF

8:00am-4 :00pm 4 credits

5905

MTuWThF

8:.0 0-lO :OOam

4 credits

5515

MTuWThF

lO :OOam-noon

4 credits

5714

MW
W,

7:00-9 :30pm
4 credits
7 :00-9:30pm,
1 credit
8:30am-4:30pm
7:00-9 :30pm
1 credit

ECONOMICS (ECON)
400(01)
Economic Issues
6 /25-7 /20
401(01)
Principles of Economics (Macro) 5/21-6/15
401(02)
Principles of Economics (Macro) 6/11-7/6
402(01)
Principles of Economics (Micro) 6/11-7 /6
402(02)
Principles of Economics (Micro) 7 /9-8/3
611(01)
Intermediate Macroeconomic
5/21-6/15
Analysis
798(01)
Seminar in Economic Problems: 7 /30-8/10
Workshop in Economics Education
EDUCATION (EDUC)
700B(02) · Educational Structur-e ami.Change:5/21-6/15
Open Education in Elementary and
Middle School
700C(03)
Educational Structure and Change:6 /25-7 /20Communication Styles and Conflict
Resolution
701A(Ol)
Human Learning and Development 6/25-8/17
703B(02)
Alternative Teaching Models :
7 /11,
Why Study Hi1tory?·
7 /14
703C(03)
Alternative Teaching Models:
7 /18,
Simulation in Social Studies 3-12 7 /21
705(01)
Alternative :Perspectives on the 5/21-6/15
Nature of Education
734(01)
Childrens Literature
6/25-7 /20
753(01) .
Teaching the Child with
5/2i-6 /15
Emotional and Social ·Difficulties
797A(Ol)
Seminar in Contemporary
7 /B-8/3
Educational Problems: Adolescent
Literature
797B(02)
Seminar in Contemporary
6/25-8/17
Educational Problems : Studies of
Leadership -- A Biographical
.Approach
797C(03)
Seminar in Contemporary ·5/21-7 /13
E.ducational Problems: Contem~rary
Issues in Counseling
7970(04)
Seminar in Contemporary
5/21-6/15
Educational Problems : Handicaps
and Young Children
807(01)
Foundations of Reading
6/25-7 /20
Instruction
. 811(01)
Clinical Experience "in Reading -- 6/25-8/17
Elementary
812(_01)
Clinical Expetjence in Reading --6/2-5-;8/17
Secondary
820(01)
Counseling Theory and Practice 6/25-8/17
821(01)
Psychology of Career and
·
5/21-7 /13
Personal Development
822(01)
Assessment in Counseling
5/21-7 /13
823(01)
'5/21-6 /15
Group Counseling
824(01)
Psychological Stress and
5/21-7 /13
~~pt_ation ,
826(01)
Counseling Internship
6/25-8/17
841(01)
Child Development for the Early 6/25-8/17
Childhood Professional
843(01)
Envi~onment for Early Childhood 6/25-8/17
854(01)
Survey of Developmental
6/25-8/17
Disabilities
•
855(01)
Service Delivery Systems in
6/25-8/17
Developmental ·Disabilities
861(01)
Public School Administration
6/25-7 /20
864(01)
Personnel and Communication
6/25-8/17
in Educational Organizations
883(01)
Advanced Psychology of Human - 5/21-7 /13
Learning
_.
.
884(01)
Ac!Vanced Human Development ·
6/25'-8/17
700A(Ol)
Educational Structure and Change 6/23-8/10
703A(Ol)
Alternative Teaching Models
6/23-8/10
"831(01)
Seminar and Practicum in
6/23-8/10
Ele.mentary School Teaching
835(01) .
Seminar and Practicum in
Secondary School Teaching
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING (EE)
541(01)
Electrical Circuits I
7/9-8/17

S
W,
S
MTuWThF

8:30am~4:30pm

6008 6106
571~

lO :OOam-noon · 4·· credits

551~

MTuWThF
TuTh

8:00-lO :OOam , 4 credits
4; 00-6 :30pm
2 credits

5718'
5511

M'ruw_ThF

lO:OOam--n oon

4 credits

5807

MW

.4 :00-6:30pm

4 credits

6009

MW

7:00-9 :30pm

4 credits

6107

TuW'.fh

7:00-9:30pm

3 credits

MTuWThF

lO_:OOam-noon

4 credits

5717

TuWTh

8:00-lO:OOam

4 credits

6010

TuWTh

8:00-lO:OOam

4_credits

60_ll

WTh
TuTh ·

9:00-ll:30am
4:00-6 :30pm

4 credits
4 credits

6012
6108•

MW
MTuWThF
TuTh

4:00-6:30pm
4:00-6:00pm
7:00-9:30pm

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

6109
5519

eno

MTu
TuWTh

3:00-5:30pm
8:30-10:30am

4 credits·
4 credits

6013
6014

TuWTh
MW

10:30am-12:30prn' credits
-7:00-9:30pm
4 credits

6015
6016

4:00-6:30pm

4 credits

6017

.lQ :OOam-12:30prn' credits
4:00-6:30pm
4 credits

5718
6018

TuTh
MTuWThF
TuT~

TuTh

7:00-9:30pm

4 credits

6l.J.l

TuTh

7:00-9 :30pm

· 4 .credits

6019

MTuWThF

9:30-ll:OOam

4 credits

6302
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at the University of New Hampshire this summer. Please consult a· University catalog for course descriptions,
prerequisites, and/ or enrollment restrictions. Also, because some scheduling changes have doubtless occurred
since this listing was prepared, please contact the Division of Continuing Education, Verrette House, to verify the
course details before you register. Telephone the Division of Continuing Education at 862-2015.

ENGLISH (ENGL)
401(01)
Freshman English
5/21-7 /13
401(02)
Freshman English
6/25-8/17
401(03)
Freshman English
6/25-8 /17
501(01)
Introduction to Prose Writing
5/21-7 /13
501(02)
Introduction to Prose Writing
6/25-8/13
519(01)
Introduction to Critical Analysis 5 /21-7 /13
525(01)
Popular Culture in America
71.23-8/17
595(01)
Literary Topics: Women and
6/26,
Language
6/30
715(01)
Applied I.J.nguistics
7 /1-8/24
744(01) .
American Literature 1915-1945
5/21-6 /15
6/25-7 /20
758(01)
Shakespeare
798(01)
Special Studies in Literature:
7 /23-8 /17
Teaching Poetry
815(01)
Applied Linguistics
7 /1-8/24
839(01)
Problems in Teaching English
6/25-8/17
858(01)
6/25-7 /20
Shakespeare
. 898(01)
Special Studies in Literature:
7 /23-8/17
Teaching Poetry

TuTh
MW
TuTh
TuTh
MW
MW
MTuWThF
Tu,

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
1 credit

6112
6020
6021
6ll3
6022
6ll4
5910
5719

TuTh
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

4:00-6 :30pm
4:00-6:30pm
7:00-9 :30pm
3:30-6:00pm
6 :00-8:30pm
.4:00-6 :30pm
lO :OOam-noon
6:00-8:30pm
8:30am-4:30pm
7:00-9:30pm
lO:OOam-noon
lO:OOam-noon
10 :OOam-noon

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

6303
5521
5738
5911

TuTh
TuTh
MTuWThF
MTuwrhF

7:00-9 :30pm
1:00-3 :30pm
lO:OOam-noon
lO:OOam-noon

4
4
4
4

6304
6025
5739
5912

s

credits
credits
credits
credits

ENTOMOLOGY (ENTO)
720(01)
Agricultural Entomology

Dates, days, and times arranged

4 credits

6402

FIELD EXPERIENCE (DCE)
506(01)
Field Experience
606(01)
Field Experience

Dates, days, and times arranged
Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 2-8
var. 2-8

6400
6401

8 credits

6ll5~

FRENCH(FREN
401(01)Elementary French
402(01)

5/21-7 /13

9:00am-noon

6116

798(01)

188(01)
895(01)

HIC(03)
703(01)

?81(01)

4 credits

6204

3 credits

5725

2 credits

5726

INSURANCE (DCE)
420(01)
Principles of Insurance
MANAGEMENT (DCE)
430(01)
Management Principles and
Organization
431(01)
Human Behavior and Supervision
432(01)
Principles of Accounting
531(01)
Salesmanship
534(01)
Small Business Management
Issues

5/21-7 /13

TuTh

6 :00-8 :30pm

4 credits

6103

6/25-8/17

TuTh

5:30 - 8 :00pm

4 credits

6005

5/21 - 7 /13
5/21-7 /13
6/25-7 /20
5/21-6 /25

MW
TuTh
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

5 :30 - 8 :00pm
6 :00-8 :30pm
8 :00-lO:OOam
lO :OOam-noon

4 cr~dits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

6104
6105
5712
5510

MW
MW
MW
TuTh

6 :00-8 :30pm
6:00-8:30pm
6:00-8 :30pm
6:00-8:00pm

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
2 credits

6120
6121
6122
6123

MTuTh

2:00-4:00pm

2 credits

5611

8:00-ll:OOam

8 credits

MTuWThF

9:00-lO:OOam

4 credits

7/2-8/17
7 /2-7 /20

MTuWfhF
MWF

8:00-9:00am
ll:OOam-noon

4 credits
1 credit

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (ME)
503(01)
Thermodynamics I

5/28-7 /6

525(01)
528(01)
527(01)

5/28-7 /6
7 /9-8/17
7 /9-8/17

5522

MTuWTh

6:00-lO :OOpm

8 credits

MWF

ll:OOam-noon

l credit

60266027
5721

MWF

ll:OOam-noon

l credit

5916

MTuwrhF

9:00-ll:OOam

3 credits

5917

7 /2-7 /20

MTuWThF

8:00-ll:OOam

3 credits

5722

Conversational German (for
Bepnnera)
Intermediate German

7/2-8/17

MTuWThF

8:00am-noon

8 credits

7 /2-8/17

MTuWThF

8:00&m-noon

8 credits

7/23-8/17

MWF

ll:OOam-noon

1 credit

7/23-8/17

MTuWThF

9:00-ll:OOam

3 credits

7 /2-8/17

MTuWThF

10:00-ll:OOam

3 credits

7 /2-7 /20

MTuWThF

8:00-ll:OOam

3 credits

tHAP)
5/21-6/15
8/25-8/17
Datea, days.
5/28-7 /8

M.TuWThF
8:00-lO:OOam
TuTb
6:00-8:30pm
and times arranged
MW
8:00-9:30pm

4 credits
4 credits
var. 2-4
4 credita

World Hiatory
7 /23-8/17
Hiatory of the United States
5/21-6/15
Hiatory of the United States
8/18-7 /13
Tbit History of China and Japan 8/25-7 /20
Explorations 1n History: The
8/5, 7, 12, 14,
American Iadlan
8 /18
Explorations 1n Hiatory: Artiat 7 /25.
and Architect in Colonial America7 /28
Explorations ·in History: New
6/19.
Hampshire's Ethnic Heritaee
8/23
Early American Hiatory: The
8/25-8/17
Colonial Period
Efte~nd .i n the Tudor and Stuart 5/21-7 /13
Periods

MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
TuTh,
S
W,
S
Tu.
S
MW

8:00-lO:OOam
lO:OOam-noon
lO:OOam-noon
8:00-lO:OOam
7:00-lO:OOpm,
8:30am-4:30pm
6:00-8:30pm,
8:30am-4:30pm
8:00-8:30pm,
8:30am-4:30pm
4:00-1:30pm

TuTb

8:00-8:30pm

4
4
4
4
2

credits
credits
credits
credits
credits

6 :30-9 :30pm

INSTITUTE OF NATURAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES (INER)
603(01)
Environments of New Hampshire 6/25 - 7 /20
MWF
8 :00-lO :OOam
Coreq : INER 604
604(01)
Environments of New Hampshire 6/25 - 7 /20
TuTh
arranged
Lab
Coreq : INER 603

MTuWThF

4 credits

Mechanics I
Mechanics ll
Mechanics Ill

MTuTh

2:00-4:00pm

2 credits

5814

TuTh

6 :00-8:00pm

2 credits

5812

TuTh

6:00-B :OOpm

2 credits

5813

MTuWThF
MW
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

8:00-9 :30am
6 :00-8:30pm
8:00-9:30am
8:00-9:30am
8 :00-9 :30am

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

6124
6029
6125
5815
5816

MTuWThF
TuTh
MTuWThF

9:30-ll:OOam
1:30-4:00pm
&:00-lO:OOam

4 credits
var. 2-4
6 credits

MTuWThF

8:00-lO:OOam

6 credits

MW
1:30-4:00pm
MTuWThF 10:00-ll:OOam
MTuWThF
ll:OOam-noon
Daya and times arranged

var. 1-4
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits

5817
6030
5920
5921
5922
5923
5924
5925
5926
5927

4 credits

6206

3 credits
3 credits
3 credits

6207
6310
63ll

var. 2-4

arr.

4 credits

6006

MTuWThF
TuTh
MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MTuWThF

11:00-12:30pm,
l :30-3:00pm
9:30-ll:OOam
8:00-9:30am
9:30-ll:OOam

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (MEDT)
896
Independent Study
Dates, days, and times arranged
798C(Ol)
Special Topics in Health Studies: See School of Health Studies 798C
Clinical Immunology Update-Theory and Procedures
798K(04)
Special Topics in Health Studies: See School of Health Studies 798K
Care and Use of Optical
Microecopea

5541
6039
arr,
8205

HISTORY (HIST)

591B(02)

MTuTh

7/2-8/17

8:00-lO:OOam

Prod~tion

Special Studies in German
Lanauage and Literature:
Worltahop on Teaching Methods

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING
401(01)
Health Care Syatema .
401(02)
Health Care S)'lltema
695
Independent Study
732(01)
OrpniuUon of Health Services:
An Inventory and Analysis

501(01)
503(01)
504(01)
1119(01)
591lA(Ol)

5/28-6/28

7 /2-8/17

MTuWThF

GERMAN SUMMER SCHQOL OF THE ATLANTIC <QSSA>

7.95(02)

4 credits
5610
4 credits
5525
4 credits
6118
4 credits
5811
var. 2 or 4 arr.
var. 8-16
arr.
4 credits
5526

Claasical Period in German
Literature
German .Romanticiam
Special Studiea in Germanic
Lanauages, Literature. and
Culture: Bertolt Brecht Poetry
Special Studiea in Germanic
Languaeea. Literature, and
Culture: Bertolt Brecht Drama
Special Studies in Germanic · ·
Lanr-.es. Literature, and
Culture: Workahop on German
Play Production
Seminar 1n German Litera~
Faust Literature
·
Special Studies in German .
Languace and Literature:
Workshop on Teacbinc Methods

PlaI

774(01)
795(01)

MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon
MTuWThF
8:00-lO:OOam
TuTh
7:00-9 :30pm
MTuWThF
lO :OOam-noon
and times arranged
and times arranged
MTuWThF
8:00am-noon

Advanced Laneu&P and Style

5/21-6/15

GERMAN(GERM)
403(01)
German for Reading ,Knowledge
6/25-8/17
404(01)
795(01)
Special Studies in Germanic
7/2-7/20
Languaeea, Literature, and
Culture: Bertolt Brecht Poetry
Coreq: Germ 895 or GSSA student
795(02)
Special Studies in Germanic
7/23-8/17
Laneuaees, Literature. and
Culture: Bertolt Brecht Drama
Coreq: Germ 796 or GSSA student
796(01)
Special Studies in Germanic
7/23-8/17
L&neuaeea. Literature, and
Culture: Workshop on German

401(01)402(01)
503(01)504(01)
801(01)802(01)
773(01)

6/11-7 /6
5/21-6 /15
5/21-7 /13
7 /9-8/3
Dates, days,
Dates, days,
5/21-6/6

MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE (MATH)
401(01)
Elementary Math I
5/21-7 /13
402(01)
Elementary Math II
5/21-7 /13
405(01)
Elementary Functions
5/21-7 /13
410(01)
Introduction to Computer
5/21-6/29
Programming
Coreq: MATH 410C or 410F
410(02)
Introduction to Computer
6/4-6/29
Programming
Coreq: MATH 410C or 410F
410F(03)
Introduction to Computer
7 /2-7 /27
Programming (FORTRAN)
410C(04)
Introduction to Computer
7 /2-8/10
Programming (COBOL)
410F(05)
Introduction to Computer
7 /2-8/10
Programming (FORTRAN)
425(01)
Calculus I
5/21-6/29
425(02)
Calculus I
6/25-8/17
426(01)
5/21-6/29
Calculus Il
426(02)
Calculus II
7 /2-8/10
527(01)
Differential Equations with
7 /2-8/10
Linear Algebra
528(01)
Multidimensional Calculus
7 /2-8/10
703(01)
Mathematics Education, K-6
6/25-8/17
801(01)Mathematics and Computing
7 /25-8/17
802(01)
for Teachers
107(01)Hieber Analysis for Teachers
7/25-8/17
808(01)
810(01)
Mathematica Education
7 /25-8/17
818(01)
Theory of Numbers for Teachers 7 /25-8 /17
820(01)
History of Mathematics
7/25-8/17
829(01)
Directed Readine
7/25-8/17

GEOGRAPHY (GEOG)
512(01)
Geography of Canada

895(01)

MTuWThF

HOME ECONOMICS (HEC)
525(01)
Human Development
557(01)
Consumer Education
573(01)
Human Nutrition
683(01)
Family Relations
·595
Independent Study
696
Field Experience
707(01)
Practicum in Home Economics :
Play for Preschoolers
893(01)
Parents and Children

5918
5523
5723
5724
5524

1 credit

5919

1 credit

5609

4 credita

6028

4 credits

6117

MERCHANDISING (DCE)
410(01)
Fundamentals of Merchandising
MICROBIOLOGY (MICR)
501(01)
Public Health Microbiology
Coreq: MICR 502
502(01)
Public Health Microbiology
Laboratory
Coreq: MICR 501

8/25-8/17

MW

6:00-8:30pm

' 5/21-7 /13

TuTh

6:00-lO:OOpm

3 credits

6133

5/21-7 /13

TuTh

. 6:00-lO:OOpm

l credit

6134

MUSIC (MUSI) History, Literature, and Appreciation.
595
Special Topics in Music
Dates, days, and times arranged
Literature
795
Special Studies in Music
Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1-4

arr.

var. 1-4

arr.

895

var. 1-4

arr.

Independent Study in the
History and Theory of Music

Datea. da)'ll, and timea arranged

Continued On Next Page
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u
n
This course listing is intended -to give readers of The New Hampshire an overview of the credit programs offered
at the University of New Hampshire this summer. Please consult a University catalog for course descriptions,,
prerequisites,, and/or enrollment restrictions. -Also,, because some scheduling changes have doubtless occurred
since this listing was prepared,, please contact the Division of Continuing Education,, Verrette House,, to verify the
course details before you register. Telephone the Division of Continuing Education at 862-2015.

MUSIC (MUSI) Performance
541(01)
Voice
Applied music fee:
5~2(01)
Piano
Applied music fee :
543(01)
Harpsichord
Applied music fee:
544(01)
Organ
Applied music fee:
545(01)
Violin, Viola
Applied music fee:
546(01)
Violoncello, String
Applied music fee:
547(01)
Woodwind
Applied music fee:
548(01)
Brass
Applied music fee:
549(01)
Percussion
Applied music fee:
841(01)
Voice
Applied music fee :
842(01)
Piano
Applied music fee :
643(01)
Harpsichord
Applied music fee:
844(01)
Organ .
Applied music fee:
845(01)
Violin, Viola
Applied music fee:
1146(01)
Violoncello, String
Applied music fee:
847(01)
Woodwind
Applied music fee:
. 848(01)
Brass
Applied music fee:
849(01)
Percussion
Applied music fee:

6408

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6410

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6412

$35/credit
Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6414

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6416

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6418

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6420

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6422

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6424

$35/credit
$35/credit
Bass
$35/credit
$35/credit
$35/credit
$35/credit
Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6409

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6411

$31/credit
$35/credit
Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6413 .

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6415

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6417

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6419

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6421

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

6423

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. l, 2

6425

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1.-4

arr.

$35/credit
$35/credit
$35/credit
Bass
$35/credit
$35/credit
$35/credit
$35/credit

NURSING (NURS)
404(01)
Suicidology
695
Independent Study
OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION (OCED)
415A(Ol)
Principles and Practices of
Agricultural Construction and
Mechanization: Metals-Technology and Fabrication I
415E(Ol)
Principles and Practices of
Agricultural Construction and
Mechanization: Internal
Combustion Engines-- Principles
and Application
695
Investigations in Occupational
Education
700
Workshops in bccupationai
Education
796
Investigations in Occupational
Education
796E(Ol)
Investigations in Occupational
Education: Evaluation in
Extension Programs
PHILOSOPHY (PHIL)
412(01)
Beginning Logic
430(01)
Society and Morals
430(02)
Society and Morals
PHYSICAL EDUCATION (PHED)
501(01)
Advanced First Aid and
Emergency Care
533(01)
Basic SCUBA
. 533(02)
Basic SCUBA
696
Independent Study
775(01)
Perceptual Motor Learning
Advanced Studies
695
PHYSICS (PHYS)
403(01)
Introductory Physics for
Biologists
404(01)

var. 1, 2

$35/credit

MUSIC EDUCATION (MUED)
595
Special Projects in Music
Education
785(01)
Music for the Elementary
Classroom Teacher
795
Special Studies in Music
Education
795(02)
Special Studies in Music
Education: Youth Orchestra
Workshop
796(01)
Organization and Administration
of School Music Groups
895
Special Projects in Music
Education

405(01)
406(01)

Dates, days, and times arranged
$35/cre.dit

Introductory Physics for
Biologists
Concepts of Physics
Introduction to Modern
Astronomy

PLANT SCIENCE (PLSC)
427(01)
Landscaping the Home Grounds

POLITICAL SCIENCE (POLT)
400(01)
Contemporary Politics: Civil
Rights and Liberties in the 1970's
523(01)
American Political Thought
702(01)
Public Planning and Budgeting
802(01)
Public Planning and Budgeting
PSYCHOLOGY (PSYC)
401(01)
Introduction to Psychology
401(02)
Introduction to ·Psychology
561(01)
Clinical Approaches to Human
Behavior
581(01)
The Study of Child Behavior
601(01)
Statistics and Methodology in
Psychology
651(01)
Psychology of Personality
712(01)
Psychology of Language
793(01)
Externship
795(01)
Independent Study: Psychology
and the Law
795(02)
Independent Study: Group
Therapy Procedures for Children
and Adults
REAL ESTATE (DCE)
425(01)
Fundamentals of Real Estate
425(02)
Fundamentals of Real Estate
425(03)
Fundamentals of Real Estate
RECREATION AND PARKS (RECP)
400(01)
Impact of Leisure
400(02)
Impact of Leisure
564(01)
Field Work
·
796
Independent Study
796H(Ol)
Special Topics in Health Studies:
Tourism and Commercial
Recreation Systems
798J(Ol)

5/21-6 /15

MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon

5/21-6/15

MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon

4 credits

5526

6/25-7 /20
5/21-7 /13
5/21-7 /13

MTuwt'hF
MW
MW

lO:OOam-noon
7:00-9:30pm
7:00-9:30pm

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

5727
6126
6127

5/21-6 /15
6/25-8/17
6/ll-7 /6

MTuW'l\hF
MW
MTuWTflF

lO:OOam-noon
7:00-9:30pm
lO:OOam-noon

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

5529
6031
561?

6/25-8/17
6 /25-8/17

TuTh
MW

3 :30-6:00pm
4:00-6 :30pm

4 credits
4 credits

6032
6033

6/25-7 /20
5/21-6/15
5/21-8/17
6/13,
6 /16
7 /12,
7 /14

MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon
MTuWThF
8:00-lO:OOam
Days and times arranged
W,
6:00-8:30pm,
S
6:30am-4:30pm
Th,
6:00-8:30pm,
S
6:30am-4:30pm

4 credits
4 credits
var. 4-8
l credit

5728
5530
6403
5531

1 credit

6128

5/21-6 /15
6/25-8/17
7 /23-8/17

MTuWThF
MW
MTuWThF

6:00-lO:Ooam
6:00-6:30pm
8:00-lO:OOam

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

5511
6007
5904

5/21-6/15
MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon
7/23-8/17
MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon
5/21-7 /13
Days and times arranged
Dates, days, and times arranged
See School of Health Studies 798H

4 credits
4 credits
var. 4-8
var. 1-4.

5532
5928
6129
arr.

4 credits

6138

Special Topics in Health Studies: See School of Health Studies 798J
Camping and Outdoor Education
for the Handicapped
Administrative Internship
5/21-7 /13
Days and times arranged

4 credits

5542

870(01)

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1-4

arr.

8/13-8/24

MTuWThF

arr.

2 credits

5936

RESOURCE ECONOMICS (RECO)
710B(Ol)
Resource Economics Seminar:
5/21-7 /13
Rural Development--Planning for
Community Growth
·

MW

6:00-8:00pm

3 credits

6119

6/25-7 /20

MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon

RUSSIAN (RUSS)
521(01)
Survey of Russian Literature in
English

MW

3:30-6 :OOpm

4 credits

6034

MTuWThF
TuTh

8:00-lO:OOam
6:30-9:00pm

4 credits
4 credits

5533
6035

MTuWThF

8:00-lO:OOam

4 credits

5534

4 credits

5535

4 credits

5737

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1-4

arr.

MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon
5/21-6 /15
Dates, days, and times arranged

4 credits . 5543
var. 2-4
arr.

5/21-6 /l

MTuW

8:00am-noon

2 credits

5544

5/21-6/1

MTuWThF

1:00-5:00pm

2 credits

5545

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 2-4

arr.

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

arr.

Dates, days, and times arranged

var. 1, 2

arr.

5/21-6/1

2 credits

5551

MTuWThF

8:00am-noon

7/23-8/17
5/21-7 /13
6/11-7 /6

MTuWThF
TuTh
MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon
6:00-8:30pm
8:00-lO:OOam

4 credits
4 credits
4 credits

5935
6135
5616

5/21-6 /15

MTuWTh

7:00-lO:OOpm

2 credits

5546

5/21-6 /15
5/21-6/15
Dates, days,
5/21-6/15
Dates, days,

MT~WThF .

lO:OOam-noon
MTuWThF
2:00-4:00pm
and times arranged
MTuWTh
7:00-lO:OOpm
and times arranged

2 credits
2 credits
var. 2-4
4 credits
var. 2-4

5548
arr.
5549
arr.

MTuWThF,

4 credits

5550

5/21-6/15

55~7

8:00-9:00am,
ll:OOarrt-noon
9:00-ll:OOam
8:00-lO:OOam,
lO:OOam-noon
7:00-9:30pm
7:00-9:30pm

4 credits

5617

5/28-7 /6
5/21-7 /13

MW or TuTh
MTuWThF,
MW or TuTh
MW
TuTh

4 credits
4 credits

6208
6136

5/21-6 /15

MTuWThF

lO:OOam-noon

4 credits

5527

6/18-7/13

6/25-8/17

SCHOOL OF HEALTH STUDIES (SHS)
400(01)
Health- -Human Values
5/2t-6/15
798C(Ol)
Special Topics in Health Studies: 6/25-8/17
Clinical Immunology Update- Theory and Procedures
796H(02y' Special Topics in Health Studies: 5/21-6/l
Tourism and Commercial
Recreation Systems
798J(03)
Special Topics in Health Studies: 5/21-6/15
Camping and Outdoor Education
for the Handicapped
798K(04)
Special Topics in Health Studies: 6/18-6/21
Care and Use of Optical Microcopes
798T(05)
Special Topics in Health Studies: 6/25-7 /20
Basic Sign Language
798U(06)
Special Topics in Health Studies: 6/25-7 /20
Advanced Basic Sign Language

Days and times arranged

MTuWTh

8:30am-4:30pm 1 credit

56la

MTuWThF

1:30-3:00pm

2 credits

5729

MTuWThF

1:30-3:00pm

2 credits

5730

MTuWThF

8:00-lO:OOam

2 .credits

5613

6130

SECRETARIAL STUDIES (SECR)
405(01)
Personal Use Typewriting

6/11-7/6

SOCIAL SERVICE (SS)
631(01)
Social Welfare Field Experience

5/21-7 /13 .

W

6:30-9:30pm

12 credits

5/21-6/15
6/11-7 /6
5/21-7 /13
7 /23-8/17
6/25-8/17
5/21-6/15
5/21-7/13

MTuWThF
MTuWThF
MW
MTuWThF
TuTh
MTuWThF
TuTh

8:00-lO:OOam
8:00-lO:OOam
4:00-6:30pm .
lO:OOam-noon
6:00-8:30pm
lO:OOam-noon
3:30-6:00pm

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits
credits

5536
"5614
6131
5929
60311
. 5537
6132

SPANISH SUMMER SCHOOL (SPAN)
401(01)
Elementary Spanish
402(01)
Elementary Spanish
503(01)
Intermediate Spanish
504(01)
. Intermediate Spanish
525(01)
·· Spanish Civilization and Culture

6/25-7 /20
7 /23-8/17
6/25-7 /20
7 /23-8/17
6/25-8/17.

MTuWThF
9:00am-noon
MTuWThF , 9:00am-noon
MTuWThF
9:00am-noon
MTuWThF
9:00am-noon
.TuTh
4:00-6:30pm

4
4
4
4
4

credits
credits
credits
c:i;,e.dits
credits

5731
5930
5732
5931
6037

THEATER
402(01)
403(01)
403(02)
404(01)
462(01)
481(01)

5/21-6/15
5/21-6/15
7 /23-8/17
6/11-7 /6
7 /9-8/17
6/25-8/17

MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon . 4 credits
MTuWThF
8:00-lO:OOam
4-credits
MTuWThF
8:00-lO :OOam
4 credits
MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon
4 credits
MTuWThF
lO:OOam-noon
4 credits
Days and times arranged
8 credits

5538
5539
5932
5615
6309
6038

6/25-7 /20

MTuWThF

4 credits

5733

6/25-7 /20
7 /23-8/17

Days and times arranged
Days and times arranged

4 credits

4 credits

5734
5933

6/25-7 /20

MTuWThF

8:00am-noon

4 credits

5735

7/23-8/17

MTuWThF

8:00am-noon

SOCIOLOGY (SOC)
400(01)
Introductory Sociology
520(01)
The Family
540(01)
Social Problems
611(01)
History of Social Theory
615(01)
Introductory Criminology
780(01)
Social Conflict
796(01)
Reading and Research in
Sociology: Criminal Justice
Field Work

695(01)
781(01)
782(01)

AND COMMUNICATION (THCO)
Communication I
Public speaking
Public Speaking
Introdµction to Argumentation
Ballet I
Summer Repertory Theater
Workshop
Communication Seminar:
Communication Involving the
Handicapped
Theater Workshop for Teachers
Theater Workshop for Teachers

ZOOLOGY (ZOOL)
507(01)
Human Anatomy and
Physiology
508(01)
Human Anatomy and
Physiology
,?42SOl)y-. .. ~91J,tllq,1QD y • ,. •
'lllSl{tJ!)"

~ Natld'1ifflts'tdl-y Of"Ma~tht ...

Invertebrates

"'

lO:OOam-hoon

• • ~/.l!l,r4/~S. • •¥'iuWJ~ • 7.oi!),.li:iOam
ic .. ~1'!5-rf/~ • " bays atid' tlme"s arranged •

4 credits

5'934

•.r-!•.

.• C!'f:.tlj.t"S: ..
6 credits
5736
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letters
Concern
To the Editor:
During the past several weeks many
people have expressed their concern to
me regarding the future of the MUB
Pub due to the impending increase in
the legal drinking age.
The Pub Board of Directors has
spent a great deal of time this
semester dealing with this problem, as
well as a variety of others.
On Tuesday, May 1 at 8:00 p.m. in
the Coos Cheshire Room of the MUB,
the Board will have its annual
meeting. At this meeting we will be
presenting our plans for the future of
the Pub as well as holding elections for
next year's Board.
· If you are at all concerned about th~_

future of alcohol on campus, or the
continuing existence of a University
Pub with or without alcohol, then
come to this meeting and let your
votce be heard.
Peter Kelley
President,
MUB Pub Board of Directors

A loss
To the Editor:
The University of New Hampshire

·the
new
hampshire
Staff Reporters

Gerr)· Miles
Micheal Kelly

Reporters

Brian Broad
Joel Brown
Joy Bleakney
Nancy Carbonneau
Dennis Cauchon
Garv Crossan
Ma~ilyn Davis
Rosalie H. Davis
Pam Dey
Laura Firnn
Jennifer Grant
Pell' Hearne
Erik Jacobst>n
Paul Keegan
Laura Lockl'
Nancv Maculiewicz
Barb~ra Malone
Stan Olshefski
Judi Paradis
Kathi Scrizzi
Lisa Thurau
Willard Tucker

lost an incredibly valuable, integral
part of itself today. No, the tuition was
not raised SSOO. nor were the stocks of
,beer at Jodi's stolen, no none of these
"terrible" things came to pass as we
were all basking in the warm spring
sun. Today, we all lost a human life.
Rita Grimes died today.
You may not have even been aware
that anything happened on Main St.
Monday when she was hit QY an oncomin(_car tn front of Con@'eve Hall.
Most of you were probably not aware
of her last twenty-four hour struggle
for life. Yet we are all to blame for
this stupid loss of life. We share the
blame for all of the times that we all
have walked into the street from between two parked cars, for all the times
that we have gone cruising down the
avenue just a little too fast.
It is our problem now. Because we
all must live not only losing a friend, a
love, a human. But we all must live
with the knowledge that the situation
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which precipitated Rita's untimely
death, still occur. They still occur
unless we all act, now.
The town selectmen of Durham
must vote to reduce the speed limit in
Durham center to 20 miles per hour.
The students, faculty' and staff of the
University must start walking in
crosswalks and following the laws
governin~ pedestrians. I char~e the
Durham and University police departments with enforcing these laws
stringently.
Nothing can bring Rita back to those
of us who loved her, and we must learn
to live with that. But let us all make
sure that nothing like this can ever
happen again.
John W. Herrholz
AFriend

Nukes
To the Editor:
O.K. all you people, have you begun
to forget about Harrisburg already? Is
it all fading into a dim, dark memory?
Well it's not going to go away, so you
' better refresh your mind by coming to
our Forum on Nuclear Energy, Wednesday night, May 2, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Strafford Room of the MUB.
There'll be speakers to fill you in on
radiation as a health hazard, the economics of nuclear power, and a first
hand account of the incident at Harrisburg. Come on down and get your fair
share of the views. You can't afford to
forget.
Andy Ouellette
Vicki Brendler
S.A.N.E.

To the Editor:
Last night the Student Senate passed
a resolution expressing great concern
over the speed limit on Pettee Lane
and Main Street in Durham.
It strongly urged that the speed limit
be reduced from 30 to 20 miles per hour
and that it be strictly enforced. It is
hoped that 'the state government will
take appropriate action. A petition
drive will be completed. The names on
the petitions will be sent to Governor
Gallen.
The Student Caucus

Poetry
To the Editor:
The students who have been involved in the- poetry program would
like to thank Carol Muske for all that
she has given us. Working with Carol
has been an exciting addition to our
writing experience.
She has superceded the demands of
the teacher's role by encouraging each
person's individuality and pursuing in
each of us those qualities that identify
our work as a unique expression of
ourselves.
We will miss her and wish only the
best for her.
Students of the Poetry Program

about Iette1·s

Accounts Manager
Billing St>cretary

Speed

Stt•,·en D' Alonzo
Diane Gordon

:~

The New Hampshire accepts a_ll responsible letters to the editor and
prints them as space allows, but cannot guamntee the i11cl~ior' of ar,y
letter.
~11 letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of ;IOO word..:; ir.:
order to be printed. All letters are subje. ~1•) min.Jr editing. Final ~iSi01t.
on letters are the ~itor's .
Main letters to: The Editor. Tile New Hctmp.,~rr· . Room lSl, -Memorial
Union Building, UNH. Durham, N.H. 0'3824.
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J\N\M'l WHO-VER.

JIMMY WHO?

The New Hampsh ire
is looking for
respons ible
and
imagina tive
people
interest ed in photogr aphy
and reportin g
Please stop by
Room 151, MUB, 862-1490.
)
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Clark Terry per/orms his jazz tribute to the Duke
By Paul Keegan
Clark Terry, the master jazz
trumpet and fluglehom player,
was stQffiwl one of his h~ms into
a brown leather case after biS performance Sunday afternoon iu.
the Johnson Theatre. He was
asked why a inan who has played
with all the best professional big
bands - includilig those of Duke
Ellington and Count Basie -would play with an amateur
college band such ·a s the UNH
.Jazz band. Terry did not hesitate
with his answer.
"I'll quote the great Duke
Ellington in answer to that,"
Terry grinned. "He said, 'I'm
very easv to please. Just give me
the best." ·-·
In Terry's case, "the best" was
the UNH Jazz band, under the
direction of Greg Balfany, which
Terry said was "U?:doubtably one
of the better ones (college bands)
lirouad.''
For the appreciative nearsellout crowd, which gave Terry
and the band a standing ovation,
the two-and-one-half hour
"Tribute to Duke Ellington" was
an afternoon of "the best"- jazz
music that made the pleasing
easy.
Terry, who started his musical
career inauspiciously by blowing
through an old piece of hose, is
said to have graduated from the
"University of Ellington". Tel"1.l
,..,. with ZDlnlton ·from 1..-:
1959, alter spenamg tlle preViOUS
two years with Basie.
Th~ Terry went on to play
With tile "TclUlbt Show" band far
several years and still prays at
virtually every major jazz
festival in the world, it was
Ellington's influence that had a
special impact on him.

So it was with a natural feel
that Terry went through the old
Ellinfton hits, from "Satin
Dolls' which he performed with

to play "Perdido" uptempo (the
number is fast as it is) Terry
responded by playing it with the
horn upside down.
"I had been practicing it,"
Terry confided before recreating
tlie scene, upside down horn and
all, to the delight ol the crowd.
Another of Terry's musical
tricks was to alternate between
fluglehorn and harmon-muted
trumpet. First he began slowly,

the UNH Concert Choir, to "Take
the' A' Train" with the b~ band.
Terry enjoyed a good rapp0rt
with both the audience and the
band. Before playing "Perdido",
Terry recalled how Ellington
:u&ed to enjoy embarrassing his.
players by picking one whom he
suspected had been drinking
before the concert, and making
him play a demanding solo.
When Ellington-called on Terry

playing ooe phrase with each horn.

As the·tempo pfCked up, however,

Terry began switching back and
forth from note to note. It was
almost as if there were two trumpeters playing.
.
Terry clowned with the .band as
well. Before playing "Rock Skipipin' ", Terry announced that the
crowd would hear the ''shortest
and the lowest trombone solo
ever." Portsmouth's Tom Ferrini
was led to the front of the stage
by Terry and on cue, belched
three notes, and then took a mock
bow to mock applause.
Janice Russel, a 26-year-old
Indianapolis, Indiana native who
now lives and sings in the
Seacoast area, came on to sing
with Terry on ''Squeeze Me, But
Don't Tease Me." Their fine rendition was marred somewhat by
p(>or amplification.
·
Also featured in the concert
was the Barbara London Quartet
with John Hunter on bass, Robbie

Hop on piano, Ray Brunelle on
drums and "London on jazz flute.
After Terry played with the Concert Choir, another quartet, with
Hunter, Alan Dawson (formerly
of the Dave Brubeck group) on
drums, Terry on trumpet and
Paul Verrette, chairman of the
music department, on piano,
closed out the first set.
The big band came out to back
up Terry in the second set and
closed to a standing ovation from
the 650 people in attendance.
Terry had nothing but praise
for the UNH Music Department,
which sponsored the concert to
;raise money for its Scholarship
Fund.
"My hats off to everyone involved," he said after the show.
"They know how to do it here,
and they do it. And there's a bia
.difference. It's not just enoug!l to
know how to do something. You
have to go out there and do if
They really do it here."
1
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1. What is John Wayne's character name in the movie
Sands of Iwo Jima? ,

2. Who wrote the theme song to The Tonight Show?
3. Who is Herman's boss at the funeral parlor in The Mun-

sters?

4. Who are the three highest paid actresses in the world?
5. What is John Wayne's cat's name in Rooster Cogburn?
6. What is the name of the carnivorous plant in The Adams

Family?

7. What is the name of the villian in Mighty Mouse?
8. Where does Darren Stevens work in Bewitched?
9. Wh<l'is the Fantastic Four's number one enemy?
10. Who wrote the Pink Panther theme song?
Answers:
''JUJ:lUU:W A.ruaH '01
'WOOQ'JQ'6

·.AauaBe S01sn
pue uoqe:w:>ew ·e
.Wl?H UUJ no .L
·e.11eaoa13 ·9
·a:>µd SunJals teJauan ·s
'PU1?S!a.11s l?JUQJl?H pul?
SSOl:I lnll?!O 'A~A\1M\Q a~e~ :• . - -
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Student Tim Gurshin plays and writes his own music
He grew up to the sounds of the
Beatles, Bob Dylan and the
Loving Spoonful.
"It's hard to pinpoint one artist .
who has influenced me _the ·
most," Gursbin said, "although I
really ,admire Dylan, Don
McLean and Paul Simon for their
singing/songwriting abilities."
As far as his career goes, Gurshin considers himself to be a
songwriter- above anything else.
He tends to be very critical of his
work and rejects most of what h~ ·
writes. Publication of his songs is
unheard of now, he says, but he
feels that during the last year
he's produced his best work.
"I'm always ambivalent about
my songs until I get a few trustworthy opinions. This past year
has a been a Iransitionary period
for me. I've learned a lot and increased
my
sense
of
professionalism.''
A long-time friend, Steve
Young, had similar views of Gurshin's work.
publ~~~."
''Tim has changed since his
Although he has been with the success," said Young. "Not only
band "Spectras't since he was a has his playing ability improved,
freshman, it's been in the last but he's become a more mature
year and a half that Gurshin has and productive person."
established himself as a soloist.
Of his success, Gurshin says,
He has performed throughout "Frankly, I never thought I'd
Maine, Massachusetts and New make it this far."
Hampshire, including a gig at
He attributes much of his sucKeene State this semester where cess to knowing the right people
he said he received the "biggest and to the encouragement and
response ever'' to his perform- support of his friends, especially
ing. _He also co-wrote and sang when he first began to solo.
Tim Gurshin played recently at Poor Willlanis's at Witliamson Hall, and the UNH student
_.
.
the title song for a segment of
"I look back and real1'ze how believes his futur_e lies with music. <Tom ~alang~r photo)
Channel ll's "Made in New
Hampshire" program called ground-zero I was, even a year
"Quality is very important tO ing."
career and aspirationa as -. ,_
"Computers" earlier this year.
ago, yet the faith my friends had Tim, so he's always looking for
·- "Ai I said before, I'm a singer/songwriter.
Oddly enough, Gurshin is not a in me never lessened. I owe so feedback about his work,'' he songwriter first and a performer
said. "H~ likes it when you com- second,'' he said: "I scope out my _
music major. He came to the much to them."
"My goal is to haw some sucThe need to discuss his work, ment on something new that he's audiences, playing what I think
University of New Hampshire on
a journalism scholarship but has and to share his performing ex- tried with his playing or in his- they will enjoy most, which is cess as a songwriter. I realize
since changed his interests over periences, is veiy important to repetoire."
usually the more popular, well- that this business is full of
dreams and illusions, and -that
to history and political science.
Gurshin. After a performance he
In his act, Gurshin does very known songs."
"I'm a very divided person," - wants to talk, especially with a little
"performing."
His
The immediate future holds a you can't rush yourself," he said,
he says with a grin. "I love my friend. He'll laugh and talk with repetoire consists basically of few modest ambitions for . Gur- "And you've got. to learn to love
the audience but still searches popular tunes..;.renditions closelY shin. He hopes to cut demo tape& every aspect of music-even down
studies but prefer my music."
Although he's played in bands out That person he know8 best.
resembling the original record- of his own songs and distribute to the shape of a guitar case-or
since he was thirteen, most of
"I need someone there to agree ings. Only a few of his own songs them to record companies, and you'll lose-out."
"The future may be a bit uncer...
G'urshin's musical background or disagree with me sometimes," are mcluded in the act.
- .
maybe even form a rock 'n' roll
and influence -came -irom the said Gurshin.
Gurshin insists that for most of band of his own. Being a rather tain," Gurshin reflects, ~'but one
Young tried to explain .Gur- the audiences he plays to it's the cautious person, he possesses a thing is for 'Bure-I'll always be _
inheritance of record collections
do~~s."
from his ol~er_brot!ier a~d sister. shin's ~eed to share.
musi~ that counts, not his "act- - realistic perspective about •
~;-:-:-~;·;-;:;:;::
~~..:;:-:!:O!•·····o!····o!···--···········-.························...:-.-.-•.•-•.•-.-.-.-.-..•.•-.-.-•.•.•.•-.-•.•.. ,•.•.•-•.•.•-•.•.•::::::::::::::~:r·············~···········~;o~!:~~-·~·-····=-:;0!.,............. ~.7 ~
By Stephanie-Casenza
1
It was after 11 p.m. at the MUB
Pub. A sizeable crowd of people
were there, listening to singer
Tim Gurshin. He is in his early
20s, of average build, and he
stood alone in the spotlight. His ·
·head was bent and his eyes were
closed, and ·he played his guitar
while singing the bittersweet
lyrics of "On Broadway." When
he finished, the audience applauded enthmiastically, demand- '
ing an encore.
·ms is atypical reacf.fon roone
of Tim Gurshin's performances.
The MUB Pub, where he has appeared three times, fondly refers
to him ·in their publicity as
"UNH's own ... " and people at
Poor Williams's in Williamson
Hall consider him to be one of
their biggest attractions.
"We rarely have this many
peopl~ on a Thursday night," a
MUB waitress said, "and he
didn't even get that much

1
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STUDENT ART.SHOW
EXHIBITION OPENING
GRANITE STATE ROOM
WEDNESDAY MAY 2
6-9PM
Grea't B~v Motor Co. i Inc.·
659...321.5 . RTE.1~, .659-3215
~ultet .. N.H.

I
I
I
I

AT llM UOOD ·LOcKIN'
~DIJ:.R!l

Contact nearest VA -office
(check your phone book) or
a local veterans group.

STUDENTRENTALS

Protests
PROTEST ·

One and two bedroom apartments will be
available for the school year 1979-1980.
All are within walking distance to Campus.
You can find your own roommates.
2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or 4 people-$2,300/semester
1 Bedroom Apts ..2 people-$1,500/semester ·
--Includes heat and hot water
For appointment call Mr. Karabelas at

~.

;

1976 Chevy-112 ton 8 ft. fleet side
pick-up 24,000 miles

OF cou~~E rr~ A
~~$-~1.1.CTED
Dt~BIUT'( ! rT HAPf'E)JE.[)
~N 1 MADE A tfRAB

f
I~-·~-~----~--~----~--~~~--~--1.
..

1
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Low mileage trade-ins

BROOM HILDA
By Russell Myers

So says the VA ...

l

continued from page 5

.

UNH student protest was over.
The fall semester saw little
political activity and The New
Hampshire's managing editor,
Ron Winslow, wrote, "The mood
of campus is 'back to school'
rather than 'back to the
movement.' And in retrospect
'the movement' of last spring
looks more like a game.''

r

1_______:_ ____ 1~.:?~4.:-------------t

1975 Nova-2 door, 6 cylinder
automatic 23,000 plus miles

' MARGARET BARLETT
Former Manager Great Exp., Newington

1975 MaveriCk 6 cylinder
automatic 26,000 plus miles
1968 Chevy 112 ton pick-up
43,000 plus miles

SOUTHERN CAR

@ulling @halel
•PRECISION

CHEVROLET MANAGEMENT CENTER
We Service What We Sell
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet
Dealer in the DURHAM AREA

1974 GranPrix Pontiac. Full
Power. All options. 8-track
AM/FM Stereo
$2495 or best offer. No Rust!
OutStand.ing~ondition!
Call Pat

HAIRCUTTING•

Grand Opening Special April 10-May 11th

HAIRCUT $8 Reg.
Phone: (603) 659-2943

$10

.PERM $20 Reg. S2~itchell Road

at862-i695 ~~ncamptis)

1r_.u._e~s.~-FIMlrite.IOllM:lliiii. .D0190l.C_.. ..,..i:lilNo:iCttxinW11••~

-•

862-3223 (off campus)

. . . . . .-. . .-. . . . . . .illlill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
,.

I

!

._ .
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The Women's Center Presents
the film

COOPERATIVE HOUSE
,
The Department of Residential Life
is exploring the possibility of assisting
interested persons in establishing a
Cooperative House during the 19?9-80
academic year.

-.
~

"How to Say
-No
to a Rapist"

•

\vHA.TIS A COOPERATIVE HOUSE?
Cooperative Housing differs from rental
apartments and donnitories in that they are
operated coll~ctively by the members who
live in them. Because members share the
work and expenses, Co-ops are economical
fonne of -housing. ·However, they do require~
the investment of time and energy by
•
a ·committed membership.

E

on
,
Tuesday May 1st at 7:30 p.m.
in the
C,o mmuter Lounge, MUB

Becauee there will likely be a high demand
for this type of housing; the Residential
Life Office will give .higher priority to
those people who are willing to involve
themselves in the entire process of
establi,shing the Cooperative House.

If you are interested, send your

name and address as soon as possible to:

Marc Robillard
Cooperative House
Office of Residential Life
Pettee House
Durham, New Hampshire

Questions will be answered by
.

members of the Rape Task Force
and the Durham Police Force

03824
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Food

IHAD

BETA'S

SIGMA

Spring Outing
Refreshments
Music

Friday May 4th 1979
6:30 -12:00 midnigh t ·

CANCER
AND

ILNED.

advance ticket sales only
Tickets available roman brother or at the house
r

N"

•

--assistunt aquatic director

This weeks Breakfast Special:

--assistant physical director

Have a regular
checkup.It can save
your life.

American
Cancer Society.

·&

YOUNG'S
. RESTAU RANT

The Boy's Club of Nashua
has a number of openings for
summer work-study employment

Gene Littler

*•

I
t.

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

Cheese Omelette
:Toast
Tea or Coffee

--assistant social recreation director
--(2J outdoor activities supervisor

$1.19

Call Mr. Skanes at
883-0523 or 883-0524
\%%1%%%\%\S\iii\% \%%%

~~~~~~~~~~~

Breakfast Specials Run From.
6; 00-!1: AN!. Da!~..J

3!

EMPTY HANDED''
§

Last Chance to Buy
a Class Ring
RIDING STUDENT S
WITH HORSES!
Wade Farm, 3 miles from UNH
will have limited accommodatio ns
for both students and their horses
for the coming season.·

For further information and
reservations
call Ed Wade, 659-5706
*On Kari-van route

I
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-------·classified ads--wanted
Wanted: Smith-Corona Electric Typewriter.
Call Clancy 862·1226. 514
Want to get rid of furniture? If you'll give It
away, we'll pick It up. Call Kate, Lori, or Lynn
749-9740.
A reliable babysitter. IOokiilg for work, Junior ·
nursing student. Call Brenda 868·9638 or
leave message. 5/4

cars for sale
1975 KZ·900, mint condltton, very fast, 15,000
mlles, red. $2,000 or B.O. 749-2844. 5113
1974 VW DASHER: 4 door, 4 speed, 30 mpg.,
mechanlcally ex~ellent. Mlnlmal cosmetic
rust. Must sefl, going abroad. Only asking
$1 ,750 or B.R.0. 868·2069. 5/1
1972 SAAB 95, statlonwagon 107,000 mlles.
Rebullt transmission. Best offer, call Ann 749·
3562. 5/1
1978 Cuttass Salon · 4 door· AM/FM. Excellent condltton. Price negrftable. Call Karen
N. 2·1679 or 868-9802. 514
1971 Delta 88. Good condltton. Uses no oll.
Needs a llttle body work, $650.00 or beat of·
fer. Call 749-3498. 5/4

MOVING OVERSEAS! Must sell: Hocker and
Lacrosse Equipment: Bell and Howel sllde
projector, $60: Phlllps 202 Turntable with
Stanton cartridge, $70: Desk with office
chair, $80: RCA Televlslon, $60: Light beige
shag carpet (9'x12'),$65: Simmons
Beautyrest mattress (full) with box spring and
frame, $275 or best offer. Call 868·289tl. 5/1
For Sale: Reel-to-reel Akal GX·220D Glass
and X'tal lerrlte head, 3 motors/3 heads. 4
tracks 2 channel. 7" reel, S.0.S. records,
auto stop, shutoff a: reverse. Includes 12
BASF quality tapes. Very good condltton. .
Sacrifice $250.00 takes It. Call John 742·
0536.516
Akal watt receiver, BIC 180 turntable; pair of
Advance loudspeakers, dll In very good
condition. New relays and tweeters In the
speakers. $600 or best offer. Call Dan 659·
5358. 511
For Sale: Minolta SRT 100 with 55mm Rokkor
lens and 35mm wide angle lens. Also, 4

~e~~g_f ~~~::iie~?~~~rg r: g~gJt~~Pc~':
0

Phone 778-8652. 514

For Sale: Peavey Classlc Guitar Ampllfler. In
good condltton. 2 years old·S175. Call Bob
659·2590. 5/4
Skis: Buy now to save: 1 pair of 180 cm.
Dynastar Freestyles with top of the llne
Tyrolla 350 bindings and ski brc:ik.#.. ,_. .....
one season _S125, David 664-~.:-~

1976 Yamaha XSSOO. Excellent condltton.
Under 5,000 mlles, extras, $1200. Steve 749·
3502. 514

For Sale: Sanyo JCX2400K Stereo receiver,
~ ~~~~~~f. mint condltton, one year old.

1957 Ford 2 dr. Sedan "Full Custom." Custom nose and rear Interior done In black
and white rolled pleated naughahlde w/ 4
T·Blrd buckets. Console runs from Dash to
rear. Deck full compllent of gauges.
Custom door panels a: wheel, 4 sp. w/Hurst
shifter. 352 cu. In. bored In 390 cu. In. w/406
trlpower Mallory dual point rev. pole lgn.
Sun Yach. Headman headers, new Mohawk
rubber rare Mickey Thompson "Radar"
wheels. 3 - 1st place trophys In 3 shows.
Make an offer, $5,500 Invested. 692·2908 of·
fer 5:30. 514

For Sale: 1976 Honda XL 175, 4,000 ml.
most~ road ml. $400 or b .o. 1973 Honda SL
;~g _ s?~O ml. $300 or b.o. Call Randy 868-

Give my SAAB a good home. 1968 95
wagon. 105,000 mlles losing the battle to
rust. Possible restoration, many good ports,
asking $200 ·extra engine, transmission $75.
749·4 80 after 6 p.m. 5/1
1975 Suzuki GT750, 15,000 mlles with back·
rest, bookrack, and fairing. Excellent for
touring. Also 1971 Hondo 450, 14,000 miles
with backr.est, bookrack, and fairing. Call
Larry 659·2693 or 862·2067. 5/1
1975 Ford Mustang-II, 4 cylinder 4 speed,
red w/whlte, $1800 or best offer. Call
evenJng Yoshi 742·5794. 5/1
'69 Camaro. Has been In accident but good
for parts for rebulldlng. Has newly rebullf
engine and other extras. For price and
other Info. call Dan 659·5358. 511
1975 Honda 125 excellent condltton, crash
bars, sissy bar and luggage rack. Low mll•
age, must sell $375.00, can 659·2633. 511
1975 Flat 128, 40,000 miles.. New exhaust,
brakes, and battery. Excellent Mlchellns.
Poor student needs bucksl $160 or B.O. Bob
659-2535. 5/1
1973 Dodge 1'2 ton. P.S., automattc, very llttte rust, runs well, w/cover. ·Asking $2000.
862·1800 days, 868-5919 nights. 514
For Sale: '70 Volkswagon Bug with smashed
front left fender. Good engine, good for
spare parts. Can drive home. Price negottable. Call Rob at 749-0570. Best ttme 5-7
p.m. weekdays. 5/1
1969 OPEL GT 1900. Needs some body work
but runs very well. Recently tuned, need S
for school. $495.00. Call evenings at 7426866. 514
MOVING? International Stepvon, 1965.
Good running condltton, excellent ttres.
Rustfree, all-aluminum body . Double
heater. Would make good camper or use
for home business. $650 firm. Call Susan, 2·
1484. 5/4
Cars for Sale: 1975 Ford Ellte automattc
trans., pwr. steering, pwr. brakes. Excellent
condltton. Best offer. Call Lori at 659·2746.
514
1971 VW Super Beetle. Org. mechanically
excellent, mlnlmal body rust, sun roof,
$1250.00 or B.R.O. call 742·7704. 514
1966 VW

Bu~.

Good engine, brakes, ttres

~~o~:i~ ba e~. Best offer. Call Jayme 659·

For Sale • '71 VW bug, 83,000 ml., engine
great, very dependable transportation.
New rear shocks, battery, minor body rust,
no frame or axle rust. $750 or B.O. AM/FM
radio, 868-5328, ask for Tom or Beth. 514
1971 Chevy 1 ton van. 350 engine. set up for
camping with cabinet, fold cfown bed, rug,
• Hne walls, stereo, CB • ready for summer.
Asking $1600. 659·5888. 5/4
1972 vw Squareback; body In good condltton; needs engine work; S700 negotiable;
call Carol 659-2757. 514
1976 MG Midget Special, excellent condltton, asking $3350.00. Can be seen at "Sixty
Toes", Packers Fall Rd., Newmarket. Bet·
tween 4-8 p.m. 511
19'18 Susukl TS185, yellow. On~ 1200 miles.
~;~':,~ cond. Asking $800. O. Call 926'69 VW Bus $600. Runs welll 868-7508 Days,
942·8252 evenings. 5/4
1971 Volvo 145 Station wagon. Mechanics
special. Best offer 868-9660. 514

I sell major name brand line of speakers. I'll
save you enough to buy a new receiver or
turntable. My prices are almost half of their
retail cost. Cail 2·1581 or 868·9782 and ask
for Mark In room 120. 5/4

Durham Summer Sublet, 2-bedroom Apart·
ment Woodman Ave., rent negottable, furnished option. Call Max 868-9619 Room 205
or Dave 659-2534 Leave message. 5/4
2 bedroom apt. available for up to 4 per·
sons In DURHAM, Main St. Large kitchen,
spacious llvlng room, and parking. Rent
neg. Call 868·7578. Available In June, w/fall
opflon. 5/4
For Rent: New 4 bedroom Apt. In Dover.
Living room, dining room, kitchen, stove a:

ri1uww. N.,,.,.

K a rl-von rout... Avallabl• Juno

1st· $450.00 heat Included, lease required,
no pets. Call 742-7908 between 7 a; 9 p .m.
5/4
For rent - Newmarket. Large 4 bdrm duplex
on Lamprey River. $420/month. Ava. June 1.
Pets allowed. 868-7558 after 6. 5/4
Olde Madbury Lane Apts - Dover - 2-bedrcom apt. wlpool, on K-van. Ava. June 1st·
Set. 1st· w/fall option. Rent negotiable. 7429058. 5/4

Boston. Roommate wanted for Jun•August.
2 bedroom. sunny, roomy, call evenings,
(617) 783-4999. 5/1
Summer sublet - June 1·Sept. 1 Slldlng Rock
Apts. Newmarket, 2 people, furnished. Call
Pete In 412 or Kevin In 415 at 2·1757 or 8689751. 5/1

~~~db~d~~~h~':i~~~~g!~~.~u~~~~~:~·o~~~~

furnished. Immaculate! $250/mo. Avallable
May 4 6 Copt. 4 . Call Allyeon or Martha In Qm.

8, 2·1607 or 868-9882. 5/4
Three bedroom colonial style apartment
avallable for summer sublet. Near Dover
Center. On K-van. $330/month Includes
everything. Call Emily, Jenifer or Nina 8689823 or 2-2371 . 5/1
Summer rooms avallable for rent at Alpha
Gamma Rho; Ladles preferred, 6 Strafford
Ave. Call Fig 862-1306. 5/4

2-bedroom apartment for rent over June,
July, and August. Large kitchen, spacious
living room, fully furnished, fireplace, garage space - rent negotlablel Ideal location:
28 Bagdad Rd., Durham. Call Bob at 8682800. 5/4

1972 350 Honda CB a: helmet. Must sell,
moving to Montana. $425 or negottable for
5-10 speed bicycle. 9,000 mlles, good condltton, 55 mpg. Call Kittery 207·659-1961 . 5/4

Subletting two bedroom apt. In Dover for
June a: July. Lease renewal option. Rent
$220/mo. a: utll. On Karl-van route. Has pool.
Call Linda or Sandy 749-2925. 5/4

Main St. apartment for summer sublet, very
cheap, very convenient, furnished. For 1 or
2 persons. Call 868-1021 (around 6) and ask
for Pete or Ed In No. 4. 5/4

For SOie - 1973 Honda CB450, sllgtiflY extend~d front forks, _new exhaust - rear 16 Inch
Black paint and newlv
tire and rim.
reupholstered tan seat. Needs battery. $700.
Call 868·7158 after 4:00 pm. 5/4

Roommate Needed: Madbury Apts., 1st
stop on Karlvan route, starting fall semester,
furnishings, call Brad evenings 2-2138, 8689826, leave name a: number. 5/4

Summer Sublet avail. late May to Aug. 31
quiet location. Newmarket Rd. Durham.
Rent negotlable, call 659-2594. 5/4

Summer Sublet: Madbury Apts. 2 bdr., pool,
June 1-Sept. 1, cutting $50 off rent, call now
2-2138 or 868·9826, ask for Brad, leave
name a: number. 5/4

Webster House summer sublet: June 1-Aug.
31 . Sunny Apartment for 4 people. Spacious
llvlng room , kitchen, dining area ,
bathroom, 2 bedrooms. Call Karen or Beth,
868-9699, or Christy 868·5612. 5/ 1

1

2

1975 Yamaha 175 OT Enduro. 1,000 mlles.
659·2419. 5/1
STEREO: 55 watt Realistic stereo FM tuner
with turntable and 4 mc-1000 speakers.
Good sound for $200. Call Ken, eves. 659·
5441. 5/4
1972 HONDA CB-350. Reliable, economical
trans. Runs well. New battery $375.00. Call
evenings In Dover 742·6866. 5/4
MOTORCYCLE· Suzuki 250 cc, 1966, 13000
mlles. Good condition. Cheap, reliable
transportation. $275. Harmony electric
guitar and 55-watt Alamo ampllfler for best
offer. Call Jeff at 749·3762 evenings. 5/4
2-3 man mountain wall tent, nylon, good
condition, Insect netting. $30. Call 749-3097
after 9:30 p .m. 5/1
FOR SALE '72 CB350 HONDA 12,000 ml. Very
condition, $500. Call Dave 742·5997.

~~od

Technlcs SL·1500 D.D. Turntable • $100,
channelmaster receiver w/ 8 track - $50, a
Harvard HPX-3800 • $50 each, or all for $200,
also Panasonic SX-7100 cassette deck for
car, • $70, 18" Montgomery Ward Ba:W TV
$35 - Call 868-9662. Ask for Mark or leave
number. 511

2 Bdrm apt. available June 1st at Bow Lake 20 min. from UNH. Yearround w/lake-front
prlvlledges. $195/month. Call 664-7691.
Keep trying. 5/4

For rent · study room plus bedroom tor two
non-smoking students. Private entrance.
bath. Walk ro ca~pus. 868-9660. 5/4

Durham Sublet • 1 large bedroom, kitchen,
llvlngroom. Completely furnished, sundeck,
laundry facllltles In building. Near downtown. 56 Madbury Rd. 868·7039 or leave
message 868·9711 for Jiii, Judy. 5/4

Red Towers Apartment In Durham for 2
oeoole $300.00 mo. partially furnished negotiable. Available May 1·Augus_t31 . Coll
Cindy 868·2763 or (617) 862-4870. 5/4

~: ft?J su~let w1ta11 option. At Madbury Apts.

Summer sublet · 3 bdr. apt., air conditioning,
dishwasher, pool, tennis courts, w/w, rent
negotiable, Heritage Hiiis, Dover - Call John
Rm. 213, Dave 207 868·9817. 5/4
~ummer sublet: May 23-Sept. 1. Fully furnIshed 2 bedroom apt. Excellent loca-tton In
Durham, Red Tower Apts.; call anytime 868·
5244. Rent Negotiable! 5/4

STUDIO APT, with kitchen a: bathroom In
Durham. Madbury Rd., Webster House.
Available May 15 with fall optton. $195 per
month Includes beat. May paid for. Call
Cyndy 868·2705. 514

Stereo for Sale - In good condltton . 8-track,
record player, AM·l=M and 2 speakers Included. Call Brian at 2·1662 or 868-9777. 5/4

SUMMER SUBLET: 2 bdrm. for 3 people w/ 1
other person on Madbury Road. Rent: $85
per person per month. Call 868-5201, ask for
Sam.5/1

Professional road racing blcycle. 22 Inch
double butted frame. Many Campagnolo
parts. Pump, spare ttre, etc. Prime condltton.
$300 ·call Harry 742·5202. 5/4

3 bedroom house, summer sublet with fall
option In Newmarket, on K-van route and
close to town. Available May 20, $245 a
month. Call 659·2910. 511

summer Sublet, May 21 - Sept. 1, 2 bedrm.
apartment, completely furnished, only
$200/mnth. Swimming pool, located at Olde
Madbury Lane Apts., Dover, on Karl-van
route. Call 742·6264 or 742-9359.
Helpl I need a place to live on campus next
fall. If anyone has put a room deposit down
and wants to give up their spot, please
nottty me. Wiii pay for room deposit and
add a bonus. Call Sharon 2-1671 Rm. 222.
514
Looking for roommate to share 2 bedroom
apt. as of May 1. 5 miles from campus,
$100/mo. a: uttllttes. Call Cindy or Jean at
868·7040 or 868-2209. 511
4 ROOMS TO RENT 2nd floor, 2 baths, light
housekeeping prlvlleges, laundry. All utlllt·
les furnished. Slngle occupancy $30/wk,
double occupancy $20/wk. Available lmmedlately. Barrington 664·2476. 511
Apt. for sublet, w/fall option. At Madbury opts. 2 bds., wall to wall carpeting, over·
looking pool. Call evenings after 9:00,
mornings before 8:30 a.m. 742-7909.
Summer Sublet/Newmarket • 3 bedrooms •
large living room, w/w, kitchen, tennis court.
~i~'la~~~~;f ~1~r ~~~~ 1;_ g,:gotlable. Call

0

Durham Summer Sublet • Fall option. Bedroom, living room, kitchen (with stove and
refrigerator). Close to campus. Call 868·
2889 between 4-6 p.m. or 9·10:30 p .m. 511
Apt. available for summer sublet. Olde
Madbury Lane In Dover. Two bedrooms,
completely furnished and equipped. Pool
prlvlledges. Call 749-4565 (Keep trying). 5/4
Apartment or Roommates - Madbury Ln.
Apt. Dover. Sublet summer, fall optton, pool,
laundry, K·van, 2 bedrooms. Easy place to
live, call 742·7422. 5/1

1614 and ask for Anne, Nancy or Jiii.

Room tor Rent. Has kitchen l llvlng_ room.
Fully furnished In Dover. Rutland st. rlght on
Karl-van route. Spacious. Call 742-8685. 5/1

Durham summer sublet • May 15 · Sept. 1.
Comoletelv furnished. areat location, rent
nepol\oble. Call Dave or J~ff 868·72(>1 . S/4

. for rent

~~c~~tshr~~~~~~~s~lv~~~I S~~~S3~t~~e2~
Summer sublet w/fall option: 2 bedrooms,
Olde Madburl. Lane Apts.. pool, Karl-van
~~ute. Call 74 -6264, ask for Liane or Sandy.

Five continental TS771 steel belted radials 165SR13 ·mounted on Opec rims. Guaranteed for 40,000 mites, have 8,000. $300 new:
$100 for all five. Call 868-9662. Ask for Mark
~ld~ir::.. ~~rber. Rated better than any

May 15-Summer rental/fall optton for professional person. Furnished two-room apart·
ment with Franklln stove and kitchen/bathroom In Nottingham. $250 per month, Including utlllttes. Private entrance. Beautiful
locatton. Call 862-2070 days or 679-8749
evenings. 5/4

Summer Sublet: Sept. 1. Webster House. Excellent location. 2nd floor apartment. Two

Apt. to sublet May 20-Sept. 1. 2 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, kitchen, a: llvlng room. Rent
negotiable. If Interested please call Jim at
2-1615 or 868-9729 or Jake at 2-1617 or 8689748. 5/4
•

2 bds., wall to wall carpeting, overlooklng
pool, call evenings after 9:00, mornings b•
fore 8:30, phone 742·7989. 514

APT. TO SUBLET: On Karl-van In Dover. 2 bdr·
kit., llvlng rm. and bath. Wall to wall carpet,
air cond., pool, tennis courts, central
vacuum. $205/month plus elec. Avail. May
20. Call 742-8675. 5/4
Apartment for rent - Newmarket available
after finals • 5 room, 2 bedroom apartment right on Karl-van stop. $225/month Includes
heat a: hot water. Call Chris or Chuck 659·
5801. 5/4
Beautiful Farmhouse Apartment for rent,
spacious, large living room, two bedrooms,
upstairs and downstairs, two bathrooms.
Great locatton ·on Karl-van Route, Rte. 108,
Durham. Reasonable Rent. Available May
15 with Fall optton. Call Deb or Chris at 659·
2052. 5/4
Summer Sublet with fall option: 2 bedrms.
apts. w/w carpet: wood panel, 4 miles from
~~~ ~: ~71~fr~~tlon faclllttes. Rent negot.

8

Female roommate wanted for June through
August, or some portion of the summer. Pool
available, rent negottable. Olde Madbury
Lane Apts. Call anytime at 742·1088 ask for
Margie or Kathy. 5/4
We need a roommate. 5 bedroom house.
Newmarket. Own rm. $88/mo. plus uttl. Near
K·van, prefer non-smoker. For fall and/or
spring semester. Call Brenda 868·9638
(usuany after 5) or leave message. 5/4
1 roommate needed. Newmarket area on
Karl-van. Start Sept. 1. S115.00 a month not
Including utlllttes or heat. Call 2-1581 Mike
~~- 125 Leave Message. Pref. non-smoker.
2 roommates wanted for the summer on
Martha's Vineyard. Apt located In Oak Bluffs
$400 for the season June 1·Aug. 31 . Call 21292, 868·9830 Dave K. or Dana 5/4

Summer Sublet: Apartment w/vlew of Miii

Need one roommate for a 2 bedroom apt.
(own room, unfurnished). Option for fall on
the whole thing! 112 mlle past Lee traffic cir·
cle. Excellent opportunity to beat the seQrch
tor a 2 bedroom apt. over the summer.
$100.00 a month. Call Andy or George 868·
7093. 5/4

5

for sale

Large, furnished one bedroom apartment
on Belknap street In Dover available for
summer. Sublet anytime through September
1. Quiet, mature people a must. Perfect size
for two. Call Krlx Lundblad, 868·7288. 5/1
3 bedroom apt. for summer ·sublet In Dover. , • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __
Near Karl-van, parttally furnished $110/mo:
Sublet Apt. for four, May 19-Aug. 30. Furna: elect. Call Debbie 742-7511 evenings. 5/4
lshed; 2 bedrooms, llvlng rm.·dlnlng room,
kitchen, bathroom. Apt. located In Red
Tower on Main St., Durham. Rent neWANTED TO RENT OR SUBLET: Small house or
apartment In Portsmouth/Kittery area. Call 2flg~~5~~e. Call 868-5024 for more lnforma1144 or 868·9821. Ask for Sarah. 514

SUMMER SUBLET • WEBSTER HOUSE. Apartment
fully furnished. Great locatton, private exit.
Rent negotlable. Call Peter or Dav&, 868·
2657. 5/4

WEBSTER HOUSE SUBLET· June 1-Sept. 1 large,
semi-furnished, cool apartment tor 4·6
people. Call Kathy Quinn or Cheryl-Cayer at
868-9732 or 2-1669. Rent negotiable. 514
SUMMER SUBLET· avallable May 18-August 31
Heritage Hiii, Dover. 3 bedroom with large
kitchen, large llvlng room, dishwasher, w/w,
hot water Included. Security deposit r•
quired, no tall option. $300/month. 749·
4035. 5/4
APARTMENT to Sublet with Fall Option to rent
2 bedroom apt.; upstairs a: downstairs
located across fro Post Office In Durham.
:::.~~ ~~:TIONll Rent negotiable. Call

7

Frats fllled? Need a place on campus?
Summer sublet In Durham at the COOPS N·81
One Bedroom, living room, partially furnished w/balcony for outdoor summer cookouts. Take over on May 21st. Call 868-2902.
5/4

SUMMER SUBLET: One female roommate
needed to shar pt in Dover with 3 other
girls. Own room. $95/mo. Call Sue 868-5706.

Durham, Main St. Need one to five persons
for a 5 br. apt. OWN ROOMI $96.00/month, or
negotlable. Summer sublet. 868-7354. 5/4
Need one female roommate to share 2
bedroom apt. Olde Madbury Lone Apts.,
Dover. $110/month, pool, 10 minutes from
campus on Karl-van route. Available May
20,untll Sept. 1 742·8929.5/4

services
BIKE BABYSITTER: Staff member would like to
babysit your bike until your return In the Fall.
Preferable a 3 spd girl's bike In good condition. Have barn to house It and wlll give
loving care! Call Polly at 2-1360 during day.
5/1
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Send $1.00 for 356page, mall order catalog of Collegiate
Research. 10.250 topics listed. Box 25097-B,
Los Angeles. Calif. 90025. (213) 477-8226.5/4

Professlonal Editor: Theses, Term · Papers,
manuscripts of all types. 868·2557. 5/1
PAINTING: Interior, Exterior, done by a new
and growing company that's very eager to
do the best job for the least cost. References, free estimates, please call 868-5959
(after 7 pm).5/4
HOUSE PAINTING and some Interior work.
Responsible and hardworking college
students wlll start May 20·Aug. 30th. Quality
work guaranteed to undersell any
professional. For free estimates call Peter
Rm. 207 at 2-2014, 868-9619 or Ellen Rm. 114
at 2-1668, 868-9732. LEAVE messages. 5/4
Expert Typing • S.55 manuscript, $.60
technical. Will supply paper. Call (Dover)
742·6643 for more Info. 5/1
Need a Babysitter? Call 742-0144 and ask
for Eric after 4:30 pm on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday. HAVE BIKE, WILL
TRAVELl5/4
University Secretarlal Associates wlll be
available all summer to handle your TYPING
needs. See other ad (PROFESSIONAL TYPING)
for details. Call 742-4858. Enjoy your summerl 5/4
Typing. 20 years experience. Reasonable
rates. 659-5014. 5/4
-------.,..----~----c--~

Experienced housekeeper, light and heavy
chores. (Reasonable rates for elderly) .
References available. Call Lori, 749-9740.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING at Its best by University Secretarial Assolcates. IBM CORRECTING
SELECTRIC, choice of style/pitch. Spelling,
grammar,
punctuation
corrected .
Reasonable rates for superior quallty. Call
Diana Schuman, 742·4858. 5/4

for sale
Alr-condlttoner: Hotpolnt 5000 BTU, thermostat, 2-speed fan. Uses regular wall plug
(115 volt). Very effectlv•a good friend in
July. Asking $100 or best offer. 659-2091.5/4
COMPACT REFRIGERATOR-less than 1 yr. old,
excellent condition, must sell nowl $80.00 or
B.O. Call Sue at 2·2467 or 868·9703 5/4

help wanted
HELP WANTED-Summer and year round positions for Collge Work Study students.
Positions available: Grounds Maintenance,
Pool Maintenance Specialist, Outdoor
Swimming Pool Lifeguard, Swimming Instructor, Pool Manager, Cashier/attendant,
Concession Manager. Excellent pay and
fringe benefits. Call Paul Couturier, Dover
Recreatton Dept. at 742·7790. Leave name
and phone no., we wlll return call. 514

Hey,

Summer Sublet: May 25-Sept. 1. 2 bdrms, full
kitchen, bath, living room. Located In
Dover. Call 868-9751 . Dave Rm. 412. 514
Summer sublet with fall option: partty fur·
nlshed 2 bedroom apartment with comblnatton llvlng room-kitchen, Bay Rd., Newmarket. $1501mo. On Karl-van. Call Olwen or
Beth, 659·5655. 5/ 1
SUMMER SUBLET • Durham brand new Studio,
healthy walking distance corner rt. 4 a; Madbury Rd. Rent negotiable. Call Chris 8685974 (before 10:30 a.m.). 5/1

want to sell o roomie?

Subletting from beginning of May to end of
August. Two bedrooms furnished. Quiet,
scenic, 1'2 mile from Lee traffic circle. Call
868-7557: Jack or Ralph. 5/1
2 Apts. to sublet tor summer with fall optton.
Each 2 bdrms. Kitchen, L.R., wall to wall car·
pettng. 5 miles from campus. Call 868·7040
or 868·2209. Avallable June 1. 5/4
Summer Sublet, avail. 5/20-8/31 . Large furnished room (Including bed, dresser, desk,
etc.) kitchen, full bath. Security deposit r•
quired. Full summer occupation preferred.
Rent negotiable. Contact Kathy at 8682556, leave name a: number If not there. 5/1
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The Gran ati Brot hers
MAY 5th 8:00 pm

Snivel y Arena , UNH
Tickets on sale TODAY for students only--84 .50
.MUB Ticket Office

----C lassif ied ads-- ----CLERK TYPIST NEEDED: Office experience preferred, but not necessary. Must be able to
Responsible houlsekeeper with referenceswork without constant supervision In a small
Call Janet or Stephanie. 749-3693.5/4
office. Position to begin Immediately and
continue through summer, with posslbiUty of
continuing next year. WORK STUDY RECIP- · ACTIVITIES COORDINATORS: Work Study jobsIENTS ONLY, PLEASE! Call 862-1952 if interYWCA Camp In Greenland, NH. Several
ested. 5/1
pe,;~ltlons available to supervise programs
for children ages 6 to12 years, In the areas
Resort Help for summer season. Call 1-366of Gymnastics, Sports and Nature/Crafts. To
7391 or write Sox 183 Weirs Beach, N.H.
apply contact: Shirley Bison, Asst. Dir., Por03246 5/4
tsmouth, YWCA, 40 Merrimac St., Ports., NH
436-0162.5/4
Summer Job - father of four needs female
helper to care for children at summer home
Work study student(s) needed at DCE (Veron Lake Winn In Wolfeboro. Lodging, swimrette House) to fill up to a 40 hr/wk, $2.90/hr.
ming, water skiing provided. Call Tues,
office
Job. Job offers a variety of activities,
Weds, evenings 1-539·4928. 5/1
unique opportunities, I: varied responslbllltles,
all In a relaxed I: enjoyable al·
Inventions and New Products Wanted. Are
mosphere. Graphic arts skills desirable but
you good at new prOduct Ideas? Write
not
required.
Call 2-10881: ask for Patty Mat·
Rhedan Co. Box 768 New Haven, Conn.
thews, or stop by the first floor of Verrette
96503 for details. 5/4
House. 5/4
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/year round.
Europe, s. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All
WSI Position avallable In Stonington, Conn.
Fields, $500-1,200 monthly. Expenses paid.
starting June 23. Excellent pay. Enjoyable
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write: IJC, Box 52-45,
summer. For more Information contact
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 5/4
Jeanette 862·3116.415
SUMMER HELP NEEDED 9:00 a.m.·1 :00 p.m.
and 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. College Work Study.
Apply at Brook House or call 862-1548.5/4
Political Science Majors should always be
Inquisitive. Write to Walter Mccloud Republican Candidate for President. Find out
who he Is and what he Is all about. McCloud.Dadevllle, Missouri 65635.5/1
Wanted: Gardening and Spray i§Ock-up
person for enchanted orchard In Brent·wood. Ten hours a week. 778-0998.5/4
SUMMER JOBS IN YOUR FIELD: To men and
women In the human services area,
education and recretlon . Extensive
program and service training and high
level of responslblllly will provide experience In child care, group work and outdoor
education In prlmlflve settng with urban
children. Find out why we can say that this
camp job Is different from any other. Write:
Trail Blazer Camps, 56 West 45th St., New
York, NY 10036.5/4
EXTERIOR PAINTERS needed for student
owned company. Must have at least 2
summers exp. All work within 25 minutes of
Durham. $200 weekly. No Amateurs! Call
868-1005, John. 5/4
Wanted by May 15: Companion to live In
with elderly women. In Durham, salary,
room and board . Light housekeeping
duties. Car available. Inquire in Room 317
James Hall. 5/4
summer work Study · field and lab work In
research studies of forest soils and streams.
Durham office and travel throughout north·
ern New England 40 hours/wk. Al least one
course in soil science prefered. Call Tony
Federer. U.S. Forest Service 868-5576/9697
5/4

CAMP COUNSELOR POSITONS: Work Study
Jobs-YWCA Day Camp In Greenland, NH.
Several counselors needed to work with
children ages 6 to 12 years. Experience with
camp prograqms, arts I: crafts, . general
recreation. Job runs through summer. To
apply contact; Shirley Gibson, Asst. Dir., Portsmouth YWCA, 40 Merrimac St., Ports., 4360162.5/4

roommates
Looking for placEt on Martha's Vineyard
Please call Nancy at 868-7125 this summer.
5/1

Room wanted In apt. or house in or near
Hampton from June 1 - Aub. 31. Please call
659-2576, ask for Carol. 5/4
Need 1 or 2 roommates male or female to
share apt. on Young Dr. May·Aug. $100
month with 3 people. Call Cindy 868·
9619'.5/1

~~~dw~~°a0nm:'~~e s~o~~~~esffJi~~-D,f;~~

3rd Female roommate (nonsmoor) needed .
for Karl-Van route, furnished apartment in
Dover anytime after May 20th until Sept. 1.
Pool and tennis courts. $87.00/month plus
electrlclty. Call 742-5109.5/4

rides
Ride needed: Annapolis, Md. or anywhere
In the Balto-Wash. area. Anytime after noon
on Monday May 14. Call Mike at 868-9853 or
2·2373 Rm. 253.5/1
Anyone travelllng to Portsmouth from Dover
this summer? Would like a ride. Wiii share
expenses. My hours are flexible. Call Kate,
749-9740.

Ride needed to Colby College or Waterville
Maine area. Thursday or Friday. May 3 or 4.
If you are heading North on 1-95 please call
Lori 868-7184.

personals
Are you troubled, depressed, contused, Is
there a chicken In your ear? Well If there Is,
or you are, you could use some advice. So
write DEAR LOCO the new thought provoking, provocalve, uninformed advice
column: at 90 Stark Ave .• Dover, N.H. 03820
or just catch Loco In the street. 5/1
Take a break at FAIRCHILD'S CAFE PRINTEMPS.
Friday May 4 from 3·6 p.m. Music and food
to ease your mind. 5/4
TUCKERMANSTIME · Ski and/or party In the
Ravine on May 18th. Lots of people. Meet at
T·Hall at 6:30 AM. For Info call 659-5864
(Chris). 5/4
To "Meltdown"; "l.S.". Co., Mu rt, Jimbo,
" Sallor", BF, Blues Brother Don, ... and
Supreme Conk. Love you all · thanks for a
wonderful year. Come to 184 Washington
STreet, Dover next fall for a Lord Calvinturkey soup reunion. Much love, ·the Kiiier
Whale. 5/1

tel.) COMPLETE! Own furnished room. on K·
van. Call 749-2732 after 6 p .m. 5/4

Sigma Beta's Spring Outing Friday May 4th.
Food-Music-Refreshments from 6:30· 12.
Tickets avallable In ADVANCE ONLY. Available at the house or from any brother. 5/4

Three roommates needed for delux 4 bedroom apt on Main St. Durham, Yard with gar·
den, dishwasher, and washing machine In·
eluded. Spacious with 2 baths, semi fur·
nlshed, price negotiable. 868·2184.5/4

Kim M. • Remember Hetzel 226. Your 1/2 of a
Mateus bottle; Dec. 13; Hetzel Lounge; Hoop
game after Tau house party: Brunch of
N.E.C.; UNH Hockey games; studying In front
of the TV. Have fun at graduate school.
A.A .N. 5/4
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JIM: 1 hope you enjoy these toys. See you
before very tong. Love, the original Porfs..
mouth Puffin Princess. 5/1
Dear JESUS: Facial hair Is next to Godliness.
When do you return to earth? Love. ST. Paul
and St. Rose of Lima Beans. 5/1

Sven, my little Norwe91an, how you do look
nice In a towell Here s to many more Hmes
ot playing In the shower, pleasant midnight
awakenings and being up for sun rise. Hey
sensitive llftle guy - I love youl Love, Marcie.
5/1

Dear Dana Jennings: Congratulations. Act
tough to follow the Bull Moose. Fear and
toafhtngty yours, The Entire New Hampshire
Staff. 5/1

DPB - Ifs opening day at the Tlvolll "Spring
has sprung, the grass Is rlz; I wonder how the
Tlvoll Gardens Is." ...As always, Y.L.W. 5/1

Dear Paul Keegan: Have fun working for the
"Bermuda Dally Times" this summer. Have a
good lnternshlpl Love, Susie. 5/1

Dale · If someone was rude to you on the
phone, you'd hang up too. So next time
think twice before you call me a F'n-Bltch.
Cindy. 5/1

BEADMAN AND MAC, long strange trips, high
on cocaine, trouble ahead, we're gonna
go for the goOd and get ltl Trucktn to Cumberland tor the deadl Get radical. B, L • M.
iHappy &-day G8GI Nice night for ambulance 511
riae; smoidng car; loosing nalr; snaking
knees; can I go with my friend, PLEASE!? Lips Nance. Big Mary, Lee, Sue. P.K., Rob, Pam
and nalls, stop ltl Why are people staring? and Mary M. · Congrats to the Gradsl Best ot
Trouble? NFP, Pal Who said that? Mena? luck and love, CAN. 5/1
Normal? No, betterl Don't change. Love and
lies. NEC. 5/1
Jan • your very first at the last! From a secret
admirer. 5/1
Hey Crotty-It was tun going out to eat with
you. But next time don't be so generous with Jett, Bob, Jim, Rod, and Tom. Best ot luck to
the Hpl Love, CI: R. 5/1
all of youl Love. Claudia. 5/1
JOHN BEWLEY AND MIKE DINOLA: Sorry we
sent you awayl We thought you were someone else. l'fou're always welcome here.
Thanks tor the songs. Love, New Deck. 5/1

Bib and Killer· this Is gOOdbye. Have fun next
yearl See you at homecoming. Love,
Claudia. 511

Janos I miss you, are you still there? Amos.
5/1

Andrea I: Sharon- Congratulaflons on your
graduation! We made Ill Lots of love,
Claudla, 5/1.

To our new Phi Mu sisters • Rita, Mellssa,
Donna, Ann, Maggie, Lori, Linda, Kris, Diane,
Donna, Dale, Babs, Karen, Margaret, Jean,
Glo, Kelty, Lisa, Pam, Wendy, Carol, Leslie,
and Galll Congratulatlonsl We love you a.1111
5/4

Dear Claudia, after a whole year Of writing
personals to everyone I think Ifs about-time
you got one so here It lslll GOOd luck next
year. From, Guess Who? 5/1
Sigma Beta's Spring Outing This Friday!
Food-Music-Refreshments 630-1200. Tickets
available In ADVANCE ONLY at the house or
from any brother.

To Buford and the Golfer: If you are really Interested In S.F .. contact Fred Garvin and
associates. I hear they cater to the desires
of their cllentele. 5/1

Sigma Beta's Spring Outing th1s Frldayl FoodMusic-Refreshments 630·1200 Tickets
available In ADVANCE ONLY, at the house or
from any brother.

MARVY MENA: Thanks for all the talks and
good times. I know there wlll be many more
In the future. Love, Gayl. 5/1.
To the brothers Of TKE: Take a good look out
your back window; Ooh-la·lal Le feu rouge!
5/1

SIGMA BETA'S SPRING OUTING THIS FRIDAY
FOOD.MUSIC REFRESHMENTS 6:30-12:00.
Tickets available In ADVANCE ONLY, at the
house or from any brother, BE THERE. ALOHA.

Sue Q- Thank's for being the best Mum ever.
Looking forward to more pig-outs, T. mat·
ches, diets, parties, and summer fun. Love,
your alien. 5/1

SIGMA BETA'S SPRING OUTING THIS FRIDAY
FOOD MUSIC REFRESHMENTS 6:30-12:00.
rickets avallable In ADVANCE ONLY; at the
house. or from any brother.

Stace · Thanks for a great semester. Per·
clval, Downy and I will miss you over the
summer so you better visit. Promise? Love,
your roomle. 5/1

Dear Jesus: Facial hair Is next to godliness.
When do you return to earth. Love, St. Paul
and St. Rose of Lyma Beans.

Wiid Ken: We know It's early but Happy 20th
anywaylll May we have the " honour" of

Hey Stan & Co. Is our P .D. r eunion at
Giovanni's still on for Wed. night? Laurie

~°c,~nc:R 1~~~~~~ 1~~ ~0~r:~ll~~g,'f or row night?
...

• ' ' " ••
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Bob - thanks for a nice night with Nell Young
and backgammon; I challenge you to
another game. Take Care of your kneel See
ya? P.att. P.S. Where's your flower? 511
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comics

DORM DAMAGE

continued from page 2
arrived."
Fire extinguishers that have
been illegally used, stolen or had
the tags removed top the list of
expenses dorm residents will be
forced to pay.
.
Although damages have not increased more that $50.00 camouswide this year, Moore feels that
the estimated $40,000 of dorm
damages residents will pay this
year is still too much.
"It boils down to the mentality
of the students," Moore said.
"We try to reach them through
the pocketbook, but maybe this
just doesn't mean that much
anymore."
.
Moore said, however, that
damages
have
decreased
dramatically in a number of male
dorms, such as Sawyer, Lord and
Alexander, where increased
awareness of the damages
problem has been stressed.

by Garry Trudeau

Doonesbury
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FUTURE CPA'S

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds

LET US HE LP YOU
BECOME A CPA

f MEAN, IF YOV JU5T
REFU% TO ACKNOWLE~
ff-IA\ ''IJ.IE WMJ.; ~XISIS...

OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS
REPRESENT

1T3oFUSA

URK ... ~K ...

bJ.Jeff MacNelly

Shoe

BOSTON
Downtown
Canton .

617-536-1440
617-536-1440

CLASSES BEGIN JUNE 4

~~~~~~

I

CPA
REVIEW

i~~-:::~~
11~

ATTENTION!

•

collegiate ci-ossword
ACROSS

1 With 10-Across,
famed spy
5 ... partridge in
tree
10 See I-Across
14 Birthstone
15 Words of denial
16 Mr. Preminger
17 Type of word
18 Certain playing
card
19 Well: Sp.
20 Promptness
23 Clothing size
(abbr.)
24 Zodiac sign
25 Takes it easy
(2 wds.)
29 As hungry 33 Enliven
35 Living room: Sp.
36 Opie's aunt
37 Hockey great
38 Spasm
39 Vases
41 Tending to stir up
45 In a sloped
manner ,
47 Francis and Dahl
48 Monetary worth
(abbr.)

1

49 Woman s name or
song
50 Scientist's work
59 " - and a Woman"
60 Gay 61 Capri, for one
62 Sodium chloride
63 Cordage fiber
64 But: Fr.
65 Catch sight of
66 Contestant
67 Adam's grandson

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21

22 Jacques Cousteau s
domain
25 Picture game
26 Make a great effort
27 Classic movie
western
28 Type of vote
29 Heart chambers
30 Dine at home
(2 wds.)
31 Like Jacques Brel
32 The Marx Brothers'
"A Day at the - "
34 Part of a circle
DOWN
40 The age of some
Player's turn
septuagenarians
Highest point
41 Geometric curve
Infield cover
42 In a cliched
Italian architect
manner
West Indies island 43 M*A*S*H star
Sweet wine
44 Daily occurrence in
Small case
England
Military equipment, 46 avion
for short
50 Alleviate
Drive back
51 Certain holiday,
Associates
for short ,
familiarly
52 Insect appendage
"It's game"
53 Water pipe
Map notations
54 Formerly
(abbr.)
55 Approaching
Charged particles 56 "No man island"
Certain doctoral
57 Sundry assortment
degree (abbr.)
58 Robert Stack role
1

Sophomores &
Psychology Majors!
Teachers College/
Columbia University
announces
ACCEL-A-YEAR®
The first program
to offer a
B.S./M.A.
IN PSYCHOLOGY:
BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
in 2 years to students who
have completed 60 credits
(Et average or better).
• Save one year of
tuition and living
expenses
• Theoretical and
clinical training
•Graduate with
marketable skills
• Advanced training
toward Ph. D.
·programs
Write today to:

ACCEL-A-YEAR
Box 001
Teachers College
Columbia University
N.Y., N.Y. 10027

Application for September
now being accepted
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· Gould
continued from page 24
·about a half hour," said
Flanagan. "We'll talk about how
we thought things went, who
played well and who didn't. ''
"Bob " said Bruce "likes to
keep a 'good impressi~n both on
and off the ice. So, if there's
something that needs to be said,
he's there to say it."
Basically, it's the leave-thebusiness-on-the-ice approach.
Gould is an avid baseball fan
(Detroit Tigers) as is Flanagan
and Crowder, so the off season
spare time isn't any problem.
But for six months out of the
year, Gould turns his attention to
hockey and becoming what many
people have called the best two
way player in UNH history.
.F<;>r ~ould! . however, that
d1stmgmshab1hty hasn't c.ome

I_ ~

.1

~

l

..

yet.
~ "I have to improve a lot more
on my defense," he said. "I've
got to learn to pick up the man
quicker - it's the little things that
I've got to do.
"I like to see mvself as Jamie
Hislop_ (1975-6 UNH captain). I
was down in Springfield a couple
of weeks ago to watch him plav
(Cincinnati Stingers, Hislop's
team, were playing - the New
England Whalers). He's what I'd
· like to be.
"I'm a pretty good offensive
player," he continues, trying to
brush his dutch boy haircut a<iide.
"I mean, I can score the points as
well as anyone (Gould finished
fourth in all-time UNH history). I
justhopelcanshow Atlanta that.''
Well, with two feelings already
tried and proven, the odds appear
to be in Gould's favor. After all, it
could turn out as the phrase goes "the third's a charm."
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Dr. June Louin Tapp, Professor,of Child
Psychology and Criminal Justice Studies
and adjunct Professor of Law at the
University of Minnesota will present
a workshop entitled

***:
LET HER KNOW YOU THINK OF HER

I
I
.S4

Mother's Day May 13
.send a
Plant-A-Gram
It's a gift - It's a card
Perfect for Mothers and Grandmothers
We will mail it for you fn
time for Mother's Day
$2.50 plus $.50 postage
LAURIANNE'S
DeptNH49
P.O. Box 1962
Lewiston, Maine

Spring Windup!
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1979 MUSO SPRING FILM SOCIETY
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"Promoting 'Just' a community:
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Ethicality vs. Expedience?''
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The presentation sponsored by the
Dean of Students Office will
be held on THURSDAY, MAY 3, 1979
at 7: 30 p.m. in the Windsor-Charles
Room of the New Englap.d Center

-

Sunday Nights: PROJECTIONS
May6
_
BETWEEN TIME & TIMBUKTU Directed by Fred Burzyk. Cast: Bob
Elliot, Ray Goulding, Bill Hickey, Kevin McCarthy. Written by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. Color, 90 min. Stony Stevenson wins the BlastOff Space Food
Jingle Contest and is shot into space. He gets caught in the ChronoSynclastic Infunibulum and is carried through time and space into one
strange world after another.
May13
THE GRADUATE DireCted by Mike Nichols (Catch 22). C<:ist: Dustin
Hoffman Anne Bancroft, and Katherine Ross. Color, 105 min. Dustin
Hoffman' rocketed to stardom with his portrayal of the inexperienced
college graduate who returns to the home of his affluent, insensitive
parents, has an affair with an older woman, Mrs. Robinson (Anne Bancroft( and ends up falling in love , with Mrs. Robinson's daughter,
(Katherine Ross). Soundtrack is by Simon and Garfunkle.
All shows 7: 00 pm and 9: 30 pm
Shows marked with an asterisk*
begin at 7: 00 pm and 10: 00 pm
Location: Strafford Room MUB
Admission:
Thursday night series $1.00
Sunday night series $.75
or
Season Pass for either series

#
*
:
:

**
*#
;

**
**#*
*
:

*
#
*

~*****************************'

ME TO BODY & SOLE
for

CHINO'S -$9.99

Thursday Nights: GRANDE ILLUSIONS
May3
THE LAST WALTZ Directed by Martin Scorsese. Cast: Eric Clapton, Neil
Diamond, The Band, Dylan. 1978, Color, 117 min. We can guess what this
is about.
MaylO
BOUND FOR GLORY* Directed by Hal Ashby. Cast: David Carradine.
1976, Color, 148 min. An autobiography on Woody Guthrie during the
depression years, as he travels by freight train around the country.

~

also
for Gals: Crew & V-neck T-shirts
in many colors- 84.99
summer skirts from 89.00
sundresses - prints & solids 812.00
Danskin bathing suits
terry shorts & terry rompers
for Guys: gym shorts 83.99
painter pants from 810.93
tennis shorts 811.50
Converse sneakers 85.00

BODY & SOLE
42 MAIN ST.
DURHAM
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THE CHALLENGE OF NURSING
THE EXCITEMENT OF ARMY

THE EXCITING CHALLENGE
OF ARMY NURSING
~

II
II

.

Like Susan Haidle,
tunity, through Army
you can experience
ROTC, of gaining
a fulfilling career,
financial assistance
"Leadership Training! That's what my Army ROTC cadet
together with the excitin the form of scholardays contributed most toward developing the professionalism and confidence I need as a ainical Nurse."
ing challenges and travel
ships. Additionally, when
2nd LT Susan Haidle
opportunities of an officer
you enroll in the Army
Irwin Army Hospital
Fort Riley , Kansas
in the Army Nursing Corps.
ROTC advanced program,
And, it can all begin when you become a
you're paid approximately $2,500 while
member of the Army ROTC Program.
you're still in college. That will help too.
That, in itself, is pretty exciting. What
The real n:~ward, though, comes later,
benefits can Army ROTC have for you,
after graduation, when you enter the field
the nursin~ student? Well, in addition to
of nursing as part of the exciting profesbeing a unique course on campus , young
sionalism of the Army Nurse Corps. Comwomen and men who are actively pursuplete details are available by writing or
ing a nursing education have the opporcalling .....

Captain Don Fowler
U.S. Army ROTC IG
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824
( 603 )-862-1078
(Located in Zais Hall, UNH)
_

Ar01y ROTC.

Learn what -i t takes to lead.
~,h~
:~ :

:.

:
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SPORT SHORTS
Laxwo1nen second
Though leading the ten state Northeast region in nearly every
statistic imaginable, the UNH women's lacrosse team has been
ranked second for the upcoming New England tournament to be
held at Yale this weekend.
The Elis are seeded first with UMass third.
''I th~nk the seeding is very fair,'' said UNH c~ach Jean Rilling.
"I think numbers one and two could have gone either way depenaing on what statistics the selection committee were looki!}g at. ''
According to the latest stats released, UNH leads in team
scoring (17 goals per game), team defense (0.75 goals per game),
_individual scoring (Kathy Sanborn is first with an average of 6.2
per game; Donna O'Brien is second with 4.7) and goaltending
(Suzanne Rousseau has a saves percentage of 89.3 percent).
Today, the Wildcats play host to Springfield College. Game
time is 3:30 at Memorial Field. The Bates encounter, which was
scheduled for tomorrow, has been cancelled so UNH can make up
last Saturday's game with UMass which was rained out.
The UMass game will also be played at Memorial Field at 3 : 30.

Sanborn, SDlith honored
Kathy Sanborn and Pam "Muzzy" Smith were honored as the
UNH Women Athletes of the Year, Sunday at the second annual
Women's Athletics Sports Banquet.
.
Sanborn received the award as the team sport athlete; Smith
was chosen as the individual sport star.
Sanborn, captain of the field hockey, basketball and lacrosse
teams, ·h as been a familiar figure for the last four years at UNH.
This year she was the second leading scorer on the field hockey
squad, led the basketball team in scoring (14.3 points per game).
assists and steals and is currently the leading scorer for a ten
state region in lacrosse (averaging 6.2 goals per game).
Smith was the number one seed on the women's tennis team this
year finishing fourth in the New England tournament this fall.
Only a sophomore, Smith then finished eighth in cross-country
skiing in the nationals held in Marquette, Michigan. She also
recorded the fifth fastest lap time at the· nationals while leading
the team to a sixth place finish overall.

Men's track looks to YC
The UNH men's track team used the Dartmouth Invitational
Saturday as a tune-up for the Yankee Conference meet to be held
May 6th .at the University of Rhode Island. Boston University
looks the favorite there coming· off a win over last year's New
England champs <URI) at the Greater Boston track meet.
Some quick performances were turned in up at the Big Green's
new tartan track. Sophomore Guy Stearns steamed to second in
the 1500 meters posting a 3:54.6, the equivalent of a 4:13 mile.
"I've been waiting for that one all season," said coach John
Copeland.
Freshman Pete Bergeron knocked off over a second off his
previous personal best, blasting the 400 meters in 49.2. Tim Kirwan did likewise in the 800, running 1:57.1. Sophomore Dean Kimball, an ineligible transfer from Lo".vell University, won the 5000
meters in a solid 14:31.8 as sophomore Philo Pappas came on to
take fourth in 15.02.
Sophomore George Junior was a well-known figure by the
meet's end. He opened with a 4:05 1500 meter then came back to
snag fifth in the 400 intermediate hurdles in a creditable 59.9
seconds. He finished off the day with a 5000 meter run in 15:42, an
average of 5:04 per mile.

Last gaDles for softball
_The UNH women's softball team will finish out its season today
with a doubleheader against the University of Southern Maine.
Should the Wildcats win both games, their final record will be 7-9.
Game time is 2: 30 on the softball field next to Brackett Field.

SPORTS ON CAMPUS
Going into the last week of scheduled competition every spring
sport has a full slate of events. From a team standpoint, only the
women's lacrosse team will appear in post-season play. Individually, however, members from both the men's and women's
track squads will compete in the Yankee Conference and New
Englands, respectively.
BASEBALL: HOLY CROSS at Brackett Field, today, 1 p.m. At
Vermont, May 5 at 1 p.m. Both doubleheaders. UMASS,
scheduled for Saturday, is not yet rescheduled.
SOFTBALL: UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN MAINE, today, 2: 30
p.m. Doubleheader - last games of the year.
LACROSSE: MEN -- at Dartmouth today, 3:00 p.m. VERMONT,
May 5, on Upper Lacrosse field, 2:00 p.m. WOMEN -SPRINGFIELD at Memorial Field, today 3:30; UMASS,
tomorrow, 2:00 p.m. Bates has been cancelled.
TRACK: MEN -- YANKEE CONFERENCE at URI, May 5.
WOMEN -- At Bowdoin, tomorrow, 2 p.m. NEW ENGLANDS at
Springfield, May 6, 9 a.m.
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UMass devours Wildcats, 24-13
By Gerry Miles

For thirty seconds, they looked
great.
After winning the opening faceoff, UNH middie Ansis Kalnajs
raced in on Minuteman goalie
Don Goldstein and hit the post to
his left.
From then on though, it was a
classic case of stage fright as the
Minutemen went on to drub the
Wildcats 24-13 Saturday in
Amherst.
Nothing seemed to go right,
passes were off the mark, ground
balls weren't picked up, and the
attack never got going after that
opening shot.
"It's hard to say what it was,"
said UNH coach Ted Garber.
"We knew what they were going
to do."
What the Mmutemen were
going to do was give the ball to
their high scorer Brooks Sweet
who did what he was supposed to
do scoring five goals.
The other thing the Wildcats
knew UMass would do was put a
man behind the net, pick and roll
out front and dump to the open
man.
What no one counted on was
UMass Minutemen running in on
goal as tbe defense had its worst
showing yet.
The result was Wildcat goalie
Peter Sheehan getting pummeled
from all over making 32 saves on
56shots.
"Even if the goalie is an AllAmerican, if we let them walk in
and shoot, they're going to
score," said Garber. "We had to
play an excellent game aginst
them," he added.
From the beginning it didn't
look good for UNH as they fell
behind quickly, 8-2, after one
quarter and trailed 15-7 at the
half.
''Too many times we were too
nervous and threw the ball away,
or we couldn't clear it, said Garber. " We have to .remember it's
still a game, you have to go out
relaxed. We were tight."
UMass outscored UNH in the
final half 11-6 to put the game
away.
Still there were bright spots,
namely John Fay . .
Fay tied two school records,

:~~/~,:'

~

Sophomore attackman John Fay set two UNH records Saturday with his four goal, seven assist performance against
UMass. Unfortunately, UNH lost, 24-13. <Gerry Miles photo)
one for number of assists tn a
game (7) set by Charlie Bartlett
in 1953 and total points scored in a
game (11) set by Roger Berry in
1954.
"Our cutting off the crease
looked good at times," noted
Garber, "but too many other
times we did nothing."
What UNH will face today at
Dartmouth will be somewhat
similar to UMass. The result is
speed, size, and quickness that's
hard to find.
The leading scorer in the nation
is a 6'3" 220 pound Steve Hickey
who averages 9 goals per game.
Another one of their midfielders
is 6'4" and 240 pounds and can

also put the ball in the net.
"When any team gets kids like
that, they're tougher to hit, and it
makes them tougher to beat,"
Garber said. "It definately aids
them."
The Green is coming off a
recent 14-11 win over Yale and
will be looking to extend the UNH
tailspin to 4 games.
UNH will close out the season
at home Saturday afternoon
hosting Vermont in a 2 p.m.
skirmish.
"We have to win tomorrow,"
said Garber. "They don't want to
lose to us. They'll probably try to
beat us by 25 goals. We have to be
confident."

·NHL-WHA merger affects UNH
By Lee Hunsaker
The recent merger between the
National Hockey League and the
World Hockey Association has
had many effects on hockey in
North America. Yet, the direct
effect felt by members of the
UNH hockey team isn't a good
one.
Three of UNH's senior class
have been drafted by NHL
teams: Bob Gould (Atlanta
Flames), Ralph Cox (Boston
Bruins) and Bruce Crowder
<Philadelphia Flyers) . Before the
merger, both Cox and Crowder
had been thinking of going to the
WHA because their chances
would be better of making the
team and signing a contract.
" Now you have no chance of
bargaining, '' said Crowder last
week. "I was originally drafted
Calgary (Cowboys) of the WHA
but they folded and I became
property of Winnipeg.
'' I was . also drafted by
Philadelphia but I was going to
go to Winnipeg because my
chances are better there. Now I
have no choice. "
The recent merger called for
four WHA teams--Winnipeg Jets,
New England Whalers . Cincinnati Stingers and ~dmonton Oilers--to join the NHL for the 1979-80
season.
The cost was great, however,
as each team had to pay six
million dollars and sacrifice
nearly every member of its team.
They were allowed to protect two
skaters and one goalie. Any

member whose rights were
owned by an NHL club then became property of that NHL club.
"What this'll do," said Terry
Flanagan, another senior who
will go the free agent route, "is
make it really tough to get into
the NHL. But is also makes the
minors much better. "
So Gould, Crowder and Cox are
sole property of NHL clubs. Presently Cox is in Moscow playing
for the U.S. National team in the
World Championships.
Because of the merger, Cox is
now thinking of playing for the

"

U.S. Olympic team in the 1980
Lake Placid Games. Gould is also
considering the Olympic route,
though he has received no word
yet from the Canadian Olympic
Committee.
Yet, for those who do choose a
direct route into the NHL, the
merger ''is going to hurt those
with contract negotiations,' ' said
Gould. "Ralph, Bruce and I are
in the same boat. Out teams are
going to say 'we'll wait till you
come to camp and then tell you
what we think. " '

UNH's Diane Pankratz set a Harvard Stadium record yesterday in the 800 meter run. (Laurel Milos photo)
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UNH-hosts Holy Cross in must win situation

·u ·JI\..,

Drop Plymouth State
twice -. I 0-3 and 5-4

By Tom Lynch
with a record similar to the
The UNH baseball team begins Crusaders' while having lost to
the last, and most important, leg them. The Cats' Division I record
of the season this afternoon at · is 9-4.
Brackett Field when it hosts Holy
UNH raised its record 20-8
Cross in a 1 p.m. doubleheader .•
yesterday with a doubleheader
Following today's Division I sweep of Division II Plymouth
games against the Crusaders, the State. The Cats easily won the
Wildcats must play two games first game, 10-3, and came back
each against Vermont (Saturday to win an uncharacteristically
in Burlington) and UMass. Each close nightcap, 5-4.
game will be vital if the Cats are
Freshman Tom O'Shea won his
to gain a berth iq the New first game as a Wildcat when he
· England playoffs later in May.
came in in relief in the second
The UMass doubleheader, game.
originally scheduled for last
Terry William:s :started for the
Saturday, was postponed because Cats, but his wildness gave the
of wet grounds at I:srackett Field. Panthers a 3-1 lead in the top of
No date has been set for a the fourth inning. Williams gave
makeup, but it must be played up five hits and walked five PSC
before UNH's season ends next batters in the 3 1/3 innings he
Wednesday--the day before finals worked.
begin.
Despite his ineffectiveness,
,:_,;
. ,..
~"· • ~-~"' ' !:'·
"I have no idea of what we have Williams wasn't hurt until the
•
;-. ,•I ' ( ~ .,:·
" , . ' ' -...
.,,_ ",
•
~
•to do (to make the playoffs)," fourth.
Plymouth's
Tom
UNH coach Ted Conner said. "It Mazanaro led off with a single to Freshman ·Jim Wholley slides head first Into home plate during the first game of UNH's sw~ep
depends so much on what the left. He went to second on a over Plymouth State yesterday. The Wildca~s won, 10-3 and 5-4, and today host Holy Cross m a
other teams do.
fielder's choice. Levi Brown crucial pair of games which could decide a trip to the playoffs for UNH. (Art Illman phot~) ..
"You have to think as long as walked and designated hitter field. About the time he was
Plymouth State got one more
Johnson looked sh~ky ~n his mwe keep winning, we'll get in."
Jerry Billings singled, driving in rounding third, the ball rolled un- run in, the fifth when Gary ning of work, as the first four batConner will use his top two pit- Mazanaro.
. der the outfield fence 420 feet Langevin scored from third on a ters he faced reached base. After
chers, Charlie Jones (5-2) and
First baseman Mike Fecteau away, forcing him back to single by Brown. That run was giv~ng up three runs, ~ohnson
Steve Wholley (4-2) today.
followed with another 1 sin~le.
charged to UNH reliever Mike retired the next three hitters to
This afternoon's games are the loading the bases for Lee Richards, second.
Walks to Jim Wholley and Matt Colburn who came in the fourth end the game.
most important of UNH's who doubled over the head of Kelly
the bases loaded. for to repla'ce Williams.
F~·e~hman
shortstop_ Vint
remaining six, Conner said, UNH center fielder Jeff Whitty to catcherleft
Mike Hennessey, who lifted
_
Chomiere was the offensiv~ star
"because we're in the running score Billings and Brown.
a sacrifice fly to center,
Andy Adams (now 5-1) had a for the Cats in the game, gomg 1against Holy Cross.''
UNH surged back into the lead scoring Stone and Whollev. Kelly three-hit shutout going into the for-2 with a sacrifice and four
He said the Cats would not in the bottom of the inning. Right scored on a triple to right by pinch- seventh inning of the first game RBis. Three of those RBis came
stand as well in the line for a fielder Keith Stone led off by hitter Greg Burr, making the when he was replaced by on a one-out, bases-loaded hitplayoff spot were they to finish blasting a pitch to right center score UNli 5, PSC 3.
·
sophomore Steve Johnson.
· and-run in the fifth inning.
'
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Bob Gould looks to. P1:90S
By Lee Hunsaker
What with the WHA merger
.I t's an unusual position for Bob killing contract negotiations for
Gould to be in the dark about his incoming draftees, Gould's
future in hockey.
position looks bleak. But, as he
But Gould has a feeling and will tell you, "I've got this
should prior history be any in- feeling.
dication, Gould won't be in the
"I keep saying to myself I've
dark for long.
got a good chance of making
Three years ago in the Boston Atlanta," he continues. "I don't
Garden, New Hampshire and know why .. .it's just a feeling."
Cornell were clawing through the
So, in keeping with the feeling,
longest hockey game - college or he works out everyday ''lifting
professional - in recent Garden and playing a lot of hoop with the
history. Goals· were scored like coaches."
points in a basketball game. At
"I'd like to be in the best shaoe
the ~nd of regulation, the score I can,'" said the 5'10"-18.5 pounder
who is considering trying out
was tied, 9-9.
As the first overtime ended for the Canadian OlympiC team.
both teams dragged themselves " don't think I was-in
ood
from the ice exhausted. But they
had to play on. Many players
could not see an end to it.
Yet, as the two squads skated
around for the second overtime to
begin, Bob Gould got a feeling.
"I was thinking about scoring
the winning goal while I was
skating around before the overtime,'' recalled Gould in the
March 15, 1977 issue of The New

as

shape as I could have been. It was
good enough for college but not
for the pros.''
The reactions of Gould on the
ice have earned him little
nicknames around the ECAC circuit; things like "Monkey" from
Boston College for example. But
according to his roommates and
teammates of four years - Bruce
Crowder and Terry Flanagan Gould is " a pretty quiet guy who
keeps a cool head." ·
"After every game, especially
the away games, we'll get back to
the room and eat and talk for
GOULD, page 21
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the new hampshire

sports
Lax01en drop tough
contest to UMass
see page 23

,..

Women tracksters
defeat Harvard

Hampshire.

Seconds later J~lirw: became
reality and Goul found himself
at the bottom of a pile of Wildcat
players.
This year, at the ECAC championships against Dartmouth, the
feeling came back to Gould only
this time in regulation.
"I was thinking about getting
my shot off quick,'' said Gould.
"Coach Norton <UNH coach
Charlie Holt's assistant till 1975)
tGld me to get it off quick when I
was a freshman so that's what I
was trying to do."
At 17: 17 of the third period,
Gould (number 17) again found
himself in a pile of white and
blue. His quick slap shot just over
the Big Green's blueline caught
Dartmouth goalie Bob Gaudet off
guard and proved to be the game
winner.
Now, however, the feeling has
taken · a different slant. Gould
must conquer the task of making
a team, something he hasn't had
to worry about for four years.
The team now is the Atlanta
Flames who drafted the Petrolia,
Ontario native in 1976.

•

a

Bob Gould, touted as one of the '!ation's top collegiate forwards, moves on to make his mark m the NHL. (Lee Hunsaker
photo)
'

It was another record setting day for the UNH women's track
team, yesterday, as they defeated Harvard, 73-54, in Cambrid~e.
Diane Pankratz and Betsy Harris both set Harvard stadmm
records to lead the Wildcats. Pankratz's record came in the 800
meter run where she finished with a time of 2:15.0. Pankratz also
ran in the 4x400 meter relay, wliidi UNH won with atime _of 4: ~.6.
Harris set a stadium record in the 200 meter run with a time ot
26.5. Earlier in the meet she captured the 100 meter dash in 12.6
seconds.
. h
The only event UNH did not place in was the 1500 me~er wh~c
the Crimson swept. But it was the team's depth, some_thmg which
has hampered the Cats in earlier meets, that spelled victory.
Though Harvard won the javelin, high jump and shot put, UNH
placed second and third in all three.
.
Amy Towle took the long jump with a leap of 15' .11 3/4 mc~es
and Mary Ellen Letvinchuck took home a pair of wms capturmg
the 100 and 400 meter hurdles with times of 16.0 and 68.7, respectively. Towle finished second to Letvinchuk in the 400 meter hurdles.
· hth. m1·1e
Jo Ann Paveglio had to do some sprinting in the last eig
of the 3 000 meter run to win the event in 10:28.6. Paveglio had
been fa; back from the two Harvard runners who led going into
the last eighth mile.
Cathy Rosholt, who had finished sec~nd .in the sho~ put, t_ook the
discus, throwing 126'3" despite throwmg mto the wmd. Li~a McMahon finished third in both events.
Missy Collins again took the 400 meter run with a time of 59.1
and she also anchored the last race of the meet, _the 4x4~ r.elay. .
Tomorrow, the Wildcats travel to Bowdom to f~msh their
regular schedule. This upcoming weekend the team will travel to
Springfield College to participate in the New Englands.

LEE HUNSAKER _..

